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There is NO Nibiru and more topics.

Boy I am tired of doing all this educating on this topic and nobody listens here and there is a
plethora of threads now and again as there is now, a few anyway.
Nibiru is a PLANET. It is NOT a 2nd Sun. Nibiru used to go around a former Sun in Sirius. When
that sun was exploded in warfare between two planets that encircled it, Nibiru survived because
people lived under the surface and were self sustaining and it was given a new orbit, which is
some 3600 years long and takes it around both our Sun and a another sun in Sirius. The other
planet experienced total destruction of life on it. And it was Nibiru's fault, as they tried to kill the
other planet by bouncing energy waves off the sun and instead they destroyed their sun. This is
TRUTH and not fiction. And Nibiru and the Anunnaki have long been trouble makers here and are
behind Maldek being up in the asteroid belt.
Now Nibiru was last here 2000 years ago. thus it is not due yet for another 1600 years and in fact,
it will never be here again, they are in some big do do. That lovely Star on Christmas cards, is of
Nibiru because it was here during the time of Christ and in fact, that is a major reason for the
timing of the incarnation by Christ. A lot of lies going on by your beloved Catholic Church buddies
here.
Now Planet X that scientists ARE seeing, and don't know what it does, never does come thru the
solar system. It is a dark body that balances our sun, and it also serves as the tool by which our
solar system is dragged around Alcyone, our Central sun every 26000 years or so. All solar
systems have a Planet X, which our scientists are labeling a "dark dwarf" and similarly. This planet
X IS what pulls solar systems around their larger Central Stars such as Alcyone. Our Sun is a part
of Pleiades and NOT sirius as some like to suggest. There are about 500 Suns which journey
around Alcyone and not just the 7 sisters.
Nibiru did NOT cause a pole reversal or axis shift when it was here 2000 years ago. Our being
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here in great numbers with this technology now is proof of that.
Now I welcome posts here but I will remove crap. I will post more of the same stuff I keep posting
elsewhere in threads, so it's together in one source.
God is terribly misunderstood and as Christmas approaches, the God statements are getting
pretty bad too, from the misunderstanding.

-------------------------------------------Love is the highest motivation which man may utilize in his universe ascent. Love is the
desire to do good to others-Urantia Book

Fresh Revelation for this age found in The Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, The Course in
Miracles (the 365 lessons, NOT the URTEXT which is FULL of BLING and otherwise google
Candace Frieze. Also visit [link to www.wisdomoftherays.com] , Dolores Cannon, and
Conversations with God, in which the main God giving the material is Buddha.
We must build a new SANE world, ONE THAT DOES NOT USE MONEY, for the reason money is
the root of all evil, is that it Enslaves the SOUL. Be about watching Aaron Russo's From Freedom
to Fascism.
Seeking Visionaries,who can and will create the many messianic missions needed to heal Earth
and her peoples, and bring balance. Seeking those who Know their truth, ( as they listen to Their
Father Fragment) and will strive earnestly to stand in that truth 100% of the time, making every
moment of everyday, a Holy Event. TWO OR MORE IN MY NAME. There is no special Day for
God. Forget your Sabbath Days. Every Day is the Lord's Day.

---------------------------------------------somedude1
User ID: 1063311
United States
12/7/2010 11:03 PM
viva argentina!
mi encanta argentina!
ok...heres what I think, for what its worth...
It sounds to me like the OP hasnt read the 'nibiru bible' - the 'Earth chronicles" by the late
Zechariah Sitchin.
I know there are a lot of haters on ol Zech...but when I ask questions it usually becomes clear that
they have not read him. He is a calm rational man who researches the subject of the 12th planet
from sumerian stories written 3000 years before the bible. He's not a UFO nut...he just believes
what he reads from these ancient people.
These people state that they got their culture and wisdom from Gods who came to earth. Its
interesting when one looks into sumeria and how it had the first everything...from money to
running water when the rest of the world was hardly out of the hunting/gathering stage.
no matter what anyone thinks about the truth or falseness of this subject, it still begs the question
'why did these people write down these tales of Gods coming down and changing mankind?' ...and
why does the same story appear all over the world in every culture or religion in some way or form.
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Its a great eye opening series that explains the gaps in our knowledge and history...I think its
worth reading.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 10:17 AM

-"Iesvs Christo! Is This Not Proof Enough For YOU?

You are joking right?, becouse i read a nice history is this post, but i see no factual data, no proofs
at all.... so is a nice history, but is just that..... i dont need that kind of histories to know that there is
no Nibiru out there
Quoting: Fabian10

Your PROOFS will be coming shortly. there will be announcements.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 10:20 AM

Now this is my post from a thread on whether evolution should be taught in schools. [link to
www.godlikeproductions.com] might wish to visit that thread. You will see the WHY of my answer.
People, we are such a messed up planet regards TRUE knowledge, in all ways, including god and
evolution. The truth IS going to presented by the heavenly hosts (ETS) and we must then continue
with it.
In the schools created after stasis, we will simply teach the TRUTH. This will be given accurately
to the planet. Yes there is evolution, but it is not spontaneous as taught here. Planets ARE seeded
with life and it does GROW and EVOLVE, until there is eventually GOD MIND produced out of the
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process.
It is both more and less than "survival" of the fittest. There are scientists of God who undertake the
seeding of planets with life. Life is also transported to planets from other planets, that is where the
Pouch animals like the kangaroo came from, brought here by colonists from other worlds.
Evolution theories fail to take into context, colonization. We even got some of our viruses here
from meteors that carried them from blown up worlds.
We are currently NOW in the Milky way Ecliptic, which we are in every 57 million years or so.
Evolution will take a GIANT LEAP during this time. Many animals will stand up to walk in fact.
Then also take into account what man himself contributes with his own selective breeding and
then genetically modified stuff. Remember the disasters of Atlantis on that one.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 10:22 AM

Quoting: somedude1

I have read much of Sitchin, god rest his BRAVE Soul. He KNEW these cycles of 3600 years and
he knew also if I recall correctly that we are NOT due for one now. My source of when Nibiru was
last here is the HOSTS of Heaven with whom I work, and this was also given by others to the
planets. Nibiru 2000 years ago is what became the story of the Star of Bethlehem that is on all
your Christmas cards each year.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 10:32 AM

Why do all U.S. Presidents suddenly get gray hair? From title of a thread. This is my answer below
in blue. Obama was killed and cloned before he was introduced in 2004 as being the next
president of this country, at the DNC that year.
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because they are killed and cloned before they run anymore, like Obama was and the clones
undergo much more rapid aging than folks that are not cloned.

Some more from that thread:
Check them all out. Bush 41, 43, Carter, Regan, Clinton, Now Obama. When they start office after
election, they have their natural hair color. After the first few years, boom, gray spots right on que.
At the end of the term their heads look like a q-tip.
Is it b/c they show them all the ET / time travel / space alien / weather controlling machine / cancer
cures / evil secrets and it melts their mind under the immense pressure to keep quiet about it?
Just soemthing weird i noticed.

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1178522

ME: these ones were ALL CLONED. There were a whole bunch of Jimmy carter clones, because
the process was not very perfect at the time. Look at the current Jimmy, he has a long face that
does NOT match his little round face when he first ran. Jimmy had cancer bad and it was a great
time to experiment with clones, actually russia did the early ones to our presidents. Do you
remember Jimmy carter and the big attack rabbit story? that is WHY, he was cloned and the
programming wasn't too good yet, he made a lot of silly statements.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/8/2010 10:38 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1011642
United States
12/8/2010 10:41 AM

-"Iesvs Christo! Is This Not Proof Enough For YOU?

You are joking right?, becouse i read a nice history is this post, but i see no factual data, no proofs
at all.... so is a nice history, but is just that..... i dont need that kind of histories to know that there is
no Nibiru out there

Your PROOFS will be coming shortly. there will be announcements.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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there will be no announcements, keep that GF NESARA crap as opinion not FACT. How's your
buddy Casper, Poof, and crew doing anyway? Still got you guys waiting everyday for years for
announcements?
Sad what they have done to you guys, you seem like nice people, just very gullible and easily
manipulated..
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 11:22 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1011642
Believe me dude, Casper and poof are NOT my buddies and there will be NO NESARA that
project totally failed. There will be announcements not related whatsoever to NESARA or anything
of the like and we do not post of such through any of those ones or any of the new age CIA bullshit
sites, OK.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 11:25 AM

Now here's another post of mine from the why to Presidents get gray hair thread. [link to
www.godlikeproductions.com]

Ok, NOBODY wants to quote my post and discuss it? where are thy minds today? This should be
discussed because you have all seen several OBAMA's alone now, plus several of all the others.
Since cloning is now banned by fleet, you are seeing also lots of lookalikes, which can be created
by surgery, and use of genetics other than cloning to create look alikes.
So, please post some notes on those look alikes you have seen, I have a lot of trouble keeping a
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thread here going on that topic, and it's so obvious, isn't it????? should be. An alert citizenship, if
they would look at this, would hopefully DO SOMETHING, like react!

Least Servant
Traveler
User ID: 1062754
United States
12/8/2010 11:27 AM

I didn't realize propaganda could travel so far... now I know we are on opposite sides... no hard
feelings...

But yeah I agree the Sun Cult followers are in for a shock...
Last Edited by Least Servant on 12/8/2010 11:29 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 11:36 AM

Now you are proposing that a fictional star that no one can detect to explain the birth of a
character for whom there is no evidence.
Nice Quoted from above.
I am? Scientists have discovered the "planet X" I describe above, and call it a dark body, a twin
sun, a brown dwarf, and related terms. It is KNOWN.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1167045
United States
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12/8/2010 11:58 AM
it was given a new orbit, which is some 3600 years long and takes it around both our Sun and a
another sun in Sirius.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You do know that Sirius is 8.6 light years away?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 898228
United States
12/8/2010 12:05 PM

it was given a new orbit, which is some 3600 years long and takes it around both our Sun and a
another sun in Sirius.

You do know that Sirius is 8.6 light years away?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1167045

And your point?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1187844
United Kingdom
12/8/2010 12:23 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

his point is that since you claim the planet is from Sirius. If this planet had an orbit velocity high
enough to escape sirus but low enough to get caught be stable in our system then due to the
fucking long distance it would have to have traveled, then it must have escaped sirius before sirius
actually existed.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1188490
Australia
12/8/2010 12:25 PM
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Yes the humans knew what the future had in stall for them all along; they just
miscalculated the timing, and the intent to keep the nature of their greedy brethrens
knowing from humanity till the very end.

Quoting: Mr Spock 1188490
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 756016
United States
12/8/2010 6:33 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1187844

Nibiru is partially self propellred, in part, and it does not move close to either sun. There are
CRAFT in this solar system several times the size of earth, and this is not an issue for
them.Gravity fields are NOT what they are thought to be on this planet. One does not need
velocity to escape the gravity field. Gravity is the PUSH of cold hard space on a planet, or sun etc.
Antigravity stuff doesn't work on velocity, it works on an apposing force that is sometimes as
simple as generating heat. That is why hot air rises. Start there.
Least Servant
Traveler
User ID: 1059702
United States
12/8/2010 7:34 PM

Antigravity stuff doesn't work on velocity, it works on an apposing force that is sometimes as
simple as generating heat. That is why hot air rises. Start there.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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Air is a fluid... denser fluids sink to the bottom of fluid columns because they exert more force per
volume into the gravity well, displacing the less dense fluids that do not have the same force
pulling them... hot air is less dense than cold air...
You don't need anti-gravity to explain fluid dynamics... let me guess "there's something I'm
missing..."
Last Edited by Least Servant on 12/8/2010 7:34 PM

Least Servant
Traveler
User ID: 1059702
United States
12/8/2010 9:11 PM

Quoting: Least Servant

Hmm.... I actually see your point... interesting.
So there are two ways of doing anti-gravity.
Brilliant!
Thanks OP! Five stars.

Last Edited by Least Servant on 12/8/2010 9:17 PM

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1162822
United States
12/9/2010 2:35 AM
Now I welcome posts here but I will remove crap. I will post more of the same stuff I keep
posting elsewhere in threads, so it's together in one source.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What is crap, anything you think is wrong? Is that what your avatar means - no war because i'm in
control and i'm going to stifle the opposition?!
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Everyone needs to respect everyone else, not try to control, otherwise there is no hope for us.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1189236
Australia
12/9/2010 2:38 AM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
when those announcements come,that's if they ever come at all, i'll take your post with a grain of
salt.
there is no nibiru folks.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1189207
Venezuela
12/9/2010 2:51 AM
So what about Anu?
What about the interdimensional parasites?
Or the soulless ones?
When do we get out of the reincarnation trap, being farmed for negative emotions?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 791024
United States
12/9/2010 12:25 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1189207
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Anu was long removed and surrendered himself to the Pleiadians. the rest of his group, despite
their pretended return to the light were still making problems and we all removed to quite some
distance.
the interdimensional parasites will be handled BY the magnetic Pole Reversal, during the time of
stillness, everything of NOT of GOD "flies" off the planet, and is destroyed. Ditto the souless ones.
Keep your own negative emotions out of the picture and you won't be farmed for them.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/9/2010 12:30 PM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 791024
United States
12/9/2010 12:26 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1162822

My avatar means I do not support the current wars on this planet. I would have chosen a peace
sign when I created it, but there wasn't one available. there was only the T shirt with the peace
sign. I created the little avatar by using the Wee Mee feature with Windows Live.
the Avatar pretty much looks like me, except I have some strands of white in my hair on top of my
head, wasn't available either, and that's how I dress and always have a cup of something warm,
usually tea in my hand.
The word Crap is pretty self explaining to anyone who has hung around GLP for any length of
time.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/9/2010 12:29 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 791024
United States
12/9/2010 12:38 PM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1162822

No, this is bad teaching. Because the satanists have put out "no control" which was a game of
Lucifer, I might add originally, this allows the dark controllers to stay in power.
Since Trinity has made it possible for those with paid membership to delete unwanted posts, this
actually produces the potential of GOOD control, and the ability of people to actually work more
successfully here. I am not required by God or anybody else to put up with SHIT. God is pretty
tired of the shit too, I might add. Off it all goes by the magnetic Reversal when that happens during
stasis. this is the method by which interdimensional dark ones are removed. Quickly and
permanently.
If we are to have any HOPE, we must begin to not allow the Dark Conttrol over us, and that takes
using control which in this case here, means the "remove post" button.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/9/2010 12:39 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 791024
United States
12/9/2010 1:23 PM

Post transfer from another thread. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
30 November 2009
What we see are many signs to prove Planet X or Nibiru is nearer than most seem to understand.
We have seen the solar flares to be on the other side of the Sun when Planet X or Nibiru passed
by for a time. Then it stopped on that other side to then swing around to approach this near side of
the Sun, and so Planet X or Nibiru began to pass in front of the Sun for a season of time. Then it
stopped and the Earth began to wobble as written in Isaiah 24:1 as Planet X or Nibiru pulls upon
the Earth to one day where Planet X or Nibiru will once again stop in front of the Sun and cause a
three-day eclipse of the Sun.
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So this will fulfill Joel 2:31 and Acts 2:20 as written in Almighty God's Word. It will be like it is
written during the time when Almighty God had three days of darkness all over Egypt and the
entire Earth. This will happen again soon.
In this total darkness it is possible that the Lord will come as a thief in the night to call His very
elect chosen and faithful few away at the end of this Gentile period of being saved by His grace,
Are you kidding me, do your research and get your face out of the crap you call the bible. Have
you read project blue beam yet?
****** other posters above. *******

God is not the author of confusion. Many have read the holy bible and have done their research
and know God has authored it just as He is the Author of life.
Evil men are said to be planning Project Bluebeam and I listened for hours the tapes put out by
Canadian Serge Monaste who gave us much information on that subject. He stepped outside his
home one evening when he heard the noise of a helicopter and he got zapped with a blue beam
and he had a fatal heart attack.
Holograms are part of this deception. It's interesting that the future Anti-Christ Prince Charles
appeared on stage as a hologram as he gave a speech to a real audience.
.
Quoting: Scribe to Elijah 1148459
MY REPLY:
Project blue Beam will not be allowed, God is in Control on that one. As to holograms yes, they
exist and have good and bad use depending on their purpose, it goes to intent. Prince Charles is
not the antichrist. He is an antichrist by his fruits apparently, I don't know him personally but I have
heard stuff. The antichrist, if you mean a big bad boy coming back to the planet, was born in the
Middle EAst and is about 40 now. AntiChrist is also a word for anybody not a bit interested in
being Christ Like.
Prince charles did not appear as a hologram, somebody used technology to make a hologram of
him. A hologram is basically a 3 d movie and there are multiple technologies for creating such. It
also occurred with President Bush, when he visited New Orleans after katrina. There were even
the blue lights used that are part of the process. A friend and I watched a very bad malfunctioning
"eye" as part of the Hologram. It was disgusting yet few seemed to notice that watched that night,
and wonder why the whole thing was so odd.
I have read the Holy Bible, and it is a whole bunch of confusion, thus God did not write it. How
ever he did write much of the PHoenix Journals. Google them. Read #2 and #3 first. Also, visit
www.urantia.org, to read for free, the whole thing was given by various hosts of heaven for these
times. God did again, most Christians at least agree, give the word again, during the end times of
this current civilization. And so he did thru the above sources and thru my team and website now.
Man wrote and continues to re write the Holy bible, and a little research on your part can prove
that. The KJV was heavily changed out in the late 1800's to begin to add the deception of Israel,
so Christians would support antichrist plans. And speaking of that, Israel is in the Middle East, is it
not. Born moor than 40 years ago, but nevertheless, the Khazar Zionists are the biggy antichrists
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on this planet, a group of galactic thugs that were place here long along to work out their karma
and there was a lot of failure in that. Every Christian that believes in the modern day Israel, is
assisting the Antichrist in his work.
To the previous posters above, Nibiru did exactly none of the above. It did not stop behind the sun
or go in front of it. The sun customarily has solar flares on the other side. And what is the "back" of
the sun anyway. the back constantly changes as does the front based on it's rotation and our
journey around it.
Nibiru is not here, but even if it was, it would not stop in front of the sun for a 3 day eclipse. This is
really a less than brilliant comment. Nibiru is not large enough to eclipse the sun. And of course
that would depend on where it stopped also for an eclipse.
the story of 3 days of darkness has nothing to do with Nibiru. It has to do with the upcoming
magnetic Pole Reversal. During the time earth does not rotate, and as it of course slows and then
begins to turn in the opposite direction, some portions of earth are in darkness, and some are in
excessive light too I would assume, since it's not possible to have the entire surface of the planet
not facing the sun.
When Nibiru is here, (and it's NOT planet X), it is "here" for around 200 years, it doesn't just run
thru and disappear as nancy has seemed to say.
Fresh Revelation for this age.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/9/2010 1:24 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 791024
United States
12/9/2010 1:38 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1011642

Excuse ME, ONCE AGAIN, I am not associated with Casper, Poof, Bellringer, fullford or any of
those others, including a host of false new age sites. . God's announcement plan is not their
announcement plan. My organization IS the 2nd Coming organization. They are not. There's are
plans of manipulating money by the dark side who wants the money which is not for the benefit of
mankind at all but themselves. They are in some cases squabbling over the funds of the
Foundation Divine, which they so not get.
The first of OUR announcements is over the end of wars and Fleets bringing home the combat
troops, not just to the US of A but other countries that are sharing the load also. This is a biggy
Christmas present if you will. Then there will be a mini stasis to remove the thugs from the planet
and finish up others things on our to do list out of site of the public. Then we will return and have a
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week to 10 days or more if necessary of announcements and intense teaching about God plus the
exposure of the thugs.
Casper et all are involved in exactly NONE of this. There will be NO NESARA announcements as
part of this. We may or may not explain how and why that was lost. But the main purpose of
NESARA was not MONEY, it was about the creation of the republic this country was meant to be.
Since the days of signing on all those papers from back then, this country has remained a colony
of Britain and is ruled by the Monarchy which is ruled by Rome. And in ROME here, I do not mean
the city, or even the Vatican, although the Vatican is part of it. ROME is the headquarters, a
corporation that runs this world, except it's not have much success with China and Russia, thank
god for that one.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/9/2010 1:38 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 791024
United States
12/9/2010 2:13 PM

From Russ recent thread. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
i]Russ, these are NOT Christian.me NIP

What Holy Book, calendar, holidays and Messiah do you say defines Christianity for the
Millennium?

I have the King James Bible, New Jerusalem calendar and holiday list and Jesus as the Messiah.

Sat Nov 9/23/10
Quoting: New Jerusalem Russ

Russ, the KJV is not a holy book and was not written by God at all. It is the stories man has written
and no holy spirit assisted in writing it. Not how it works. While it has some truth, and some history,
a lot of it has been changed by the antichrist folks and is not accurate at all. Example is the
changing that occurred in the late 1800's so that Christians would support Israel.
My Messiah is Christ MIichael the Creator Son of Nebadon, who is the creator of my soul, and
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who was here 2000 years ago as Jesus, and returned as he promised, back in 1954. he also
brought a fresh copy of the WORD as he suggested he would, which is the Phoenix Journals, (he
is Aton/Hatonn in them). Also there is the Urantia Book. Google these. Read PJ #2 and 3 first.
This world ENDS with the stasis which is upcoming. The calendar starts over then as the New
WORLD is built. There will be tremendous earth changes due to a Magnetic Pole Reversal and
major axis shift during this time. About 1 Billion folks who have made the grade of being at last
51% of their karma cleared will return and rebuild. They "won" their judgment, but are far less than
perfect and get some chances to grow their souls.
We will start time over, with a new calendar, which currently will be 360 days as the earth's orbit
has changed some. I may change some more during stasis. This new calendar will start at 0, and
will not include any of the Kharar jew holidays, or any other non godly holidays.
Now my organization, AbundantHope, IS the Second Coming organization and it is a partnership
between Christ MIchael and several of his servants, including Esu Immanuel who was also here
2000 years ago, and is a temporary "God" or administrator of heaven for this planet. He plans to
stay around 1000 years or whatever it takes. I have also taken on the obligation of heading AH
ground crew portion, for 1000 years or whatever it takes.
Man will make new holidays and if he wants Christmas it will be on August 21, or whatever is
appropriate as to the new calendar that expresses that birthday of over 2000 years ago, which
was in 7 BC. We will have 12 months of 30 days, at this point in time. Again the "new age" starts
with the return from stasis, so this will be the year 0 at that time and counting forward.
Let me inform you once again, JESUS is returned and would never support your Calendar
because it supports the Antichrist of this planet, in the keep ing of "jewish" holidays.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/9/2010 at 2:11 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 996554
Norway
12/9/2010 4:13 PM
From Norway msm last Monday:
9 pics: [link to www.varden.no] ... ?=&bilde=1
Pic # 1: [link to www.varden.no] ... -1.5872207
Video: [link to www.varden.no]

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 791024
United States
12/9/2010 5:28 PM
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well my above post in the Russ thread got deleted. That is his right.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 739494
United States
12/10/2010 12:00 PM

From the Jesus is coming and he is fucking pissed thread.
He is tired of your shit.

No Jew will save you. At most he will continue to enslave you with more lies and dogma...
Jesus never accepted the religion of those times and there were NO "jews" then, so he wasn't
one. The word JEW was created by the Khazars for themselves in the 1700's, and then added to
the bible in printings after that time.
that khazar bs is so played out.. get a life. do your homework.. God gave the land to the jews in
judah and jerusalem in Genesis in an everlasting covenant.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1188685

No the people from Thiaoouba gave the HEBREWS a hand and not the land. Not God. There
were NO JEWs then. the bible was rewritten many times. The nice folks from thiaoouba, which
goes around Alcyone, help to return back to that land, but it was never given to them. In fact the
Hebrews were from another planet, and their ship experiences problems and had to land here.
they could not repair it, and so migrated to a warmed area, as the ship came down in Western
russia, and it was a bit on the cold side. that is part of the Adam and Eve story in that area, there
are many Adam and Eve stories. Most of the people on the craft died, and and 3 migrated to what
is now the area of Palestine. A man and 2 women, who were his wives and they started the
Hebrew Race on this planet. And the old testament is more or less their story.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/10/2010 12:00 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 739494
United States
12/10/2010 1:38 PM

saving another teaching post, from this thread: [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

ACtually this is true, to a degree. the giant Black hole of the Milky Way is NOT a Black hole as
man understands them, (or doesntl understand them). HEAVEN for our Superuniverse is surround
by large dark bodies of matter, not black holes. This region is named Uversa. The Milky way is the
main structure of Orvonton, our Superuniverse, but not the total off it.
There is special energies that radiate out of this large "black area" not hole, in the form of a cross.
Our area including our Sun, travels around the Milky way about every 225 million years. This is
called a great cycle. Now, once every 1.4 of this cycle, we are in one of these "rays" of energy.
Each time we experience massive evolution. We are in one of those NOW in fact, since 3 or 4
years ago, this current fall season on this planet.
there is especially huge changes when a solar system is starting a new 225 million year journey,
and we are at that NOW. That is behind the AScension of Gaia. She has over this last journey
become self conscious and a person herself. She is no longer to be a prison ward for the galactic
thugs, which she has been for 200,000 years now.
The special energies, which includes gamma rays we have never experienced before, and also a
big arrival of God Particles, will fully renew this solar system. That is WHY star fleet is here,
because Man did not name the expected ascension as a species 25 ,000 years ago and now there
is a huge effort because this is his last chance. This is behind the final battle between Good and
Evil story of the various "holy books" on this planet. EVil is going. These energies remove it, plus
there will be a magnetic pole reversal that will assist that process. Earth is really wanting one.
Theoferrum
User ID: 1079168
United States
12/10/2010 1:44 PM
Well, ah, just what might this be?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dERns6Vw-hs&feature=player_embedded
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 865297
United States
12/10/2010 6:09 PM
I am? Scientists have discovered the "planet X" I describe above, and call it a dark body, a twin
sun, a brown dwarf, and related terms. It is KNOWN.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Nibiru is coming, your dates are wrong Candace; the government has been tracking it for quite
some time. You keep saying Nibiru will never be back over and over like its a mantra. The global
warming that the gov has "explained" to the sheeple, is actually Nibiru's effects as it approaches,
including the orbiting planets odd behavior and the sun. It DOES approach. It's gravitational effects
are being felt on every level.
It is NOT a dwarf nor a second sun. It is an externally cold planet in the infrared spectrum that is
internally inhabited as a spaceship, and it can be "where it wants to be".
Anu inhabits Nibiru and is coming here to judge those that "he" left behind LONG ago to teach the
humans and take care of this beautiful planet; they (TPTB) decided to be selfish and keep the
planet for themselves and wreak havoc on "our" history/evolvement.They are terrified and know he
comes.... They are trying to utilize cern to create a portal..... well I could go on, but my story is just
as good as yours.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 772765
United States
12/10/2010 6:59 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 865297

I am sorry, but I do TRUST my sources on this one. And they are well capable, even it was of
diverting it. It is an Anunnaki "vehicle" and they do not operate HERE anymore. Anu capitulated
quite some years ago to the Pleiadians and is not in the picture at all. Nibiru WAS here 2000 years
ago and it is not here now.
The global warming is Earth running a Fever, from being in the photon belt, and on her own, as a
natural defense mechanism against man. It's gravitational effects IF it were coming is less than
Jupiters when it's close to earth. It is a planet has no ability, magnetically to affect our poles,
anymore than any other large planet in the solar system. it is much smaller than Jupiter and
Saturn.
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I have never said Nibiru is a dwarf or 2nd Sun. It is not a Sun at all. Period. I have likened "Planet
X" as we chose to do that to what is being labeled the brown dwarf, as scientists HAVE discovered
it. And it does NOT move into the solar system and cause axis shifts or reversals. It is a fulcrum,
upon which carries this solar system around Alcyone and that is basically all it does, in terms of
practical understanding at this time. It does have other effects.
It IS being "Tugged" which is a lousy word, but for uneducated man, it is what works good enough,
to move our entire solar system to the new energy stream, that will revew the solar system as part
of the ascension process, in which this solar system becomes an eternal creation. Making Jupiter
a Sun which has been accomplished, and later at the proper time, making Saturn the 3rd sun, is
part of the energy replenishing system for this system to be eternal, plus it raises the vibration
higher, so that unwelcome visitors cannot incarnate here, and it keeps life also stable, as it
continues to evolve, there will be far fewer genetic defects etc. The increased "radiation" from
these two, plus the energy stream are in fact necessary to higher vibrating forms we will all be
using on this world and throughout the solar system as it is populated, and in the case of Mars,
repopulated. Take it or leave it, this is the truth.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/10/2010 7:08 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 772765
United States
12/10/2010 7:14 PM

Quoting: Theoferrum

No at best this is the moon, which at first I thought not, until I was informed that SDO, is in earth
orbit rather than sun orbit. It is roughly 22,300 miles out if I memorized that correctly. I have not
tried to slow down the video, almost looks like two objects went by, two "bites" if you will, but I am
not.sure on that. If it's two "bites" as it looks then this is equipment error of some sort and nothing
else.
For sure the object whatever it is, is much closer to the satellite than it is the sun. so you
nibiru folks fail on that one. It could also be craft and it could also be something with the equipment
itself. The mirrors on SOHO and Stereo often when in the wrong place produce strange images.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/10/2010 7:20 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 772765
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United States
12/10/2010 7:37 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 996554

Ok, On the first one, I saw a tiny dot in it, lovely pic, but no Nibiru. No Nibiru in the night picture, of
the 2nd link. the internet is slow tonight so the video did not load reasonably on the 3rd, but the
other images are sun dogs. Lovely pics, but Sun dogs never the less.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/10/2010 7:38 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1099417
United States
12/10/2010 8:19 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

When will this happen?
v22
User ID: 946580
United States
12/10/2010 8:41 PM
Hi There...
I am trying to read this whole thing.
I would like to know what you see happening overall.
If you have answered this already, I apologize. I am still reading. :)

v22
User ID: 946580
United States
12/10/2010 8:58 PM
what was the link that you wanted us to take. i can't find it....
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 772765
United States
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12/10/2010 10:06 PM

The Magnetic Pole Reversal will happen during the period of stasis so man does not have to
experience it awake. Hmm, how to explain now to those that haven't followed my stuff. There is a
period where the planets LIFE will be put to "sleep", or "paused" as to their matter. Does not
pause the soul This is actually expected to last at least 4 years, because the reversal and the axis
shifts will cause substantial problems and polluted air from vulcanization. During this time, souls
that are going to other places leave. We have covered this a LOT on my website.
We will be giving a period of teaching publicly on this sometime this month, by publicly I mean in
international live television.
To the AC who keeps telling me what is going to happen, and argues Jupiter, you can do that until
you are exhausted, it does not change the facts. I am not the only one on my team, and there is
plenty confirmation from others that participate also. Christ Michael is in charge, he is the Creator
Son and what the Creator WANTS the CREAtor Son GETS.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/10/2010 10:17 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 772765
United States
12/10/2010 10:15 PM

Quoting: v22
I did not place a link, If you mean my website, it's in the upper part of my avatar.
Shit, somebody took OFF my link from my Avatar. Hmmm, got to check that out. OK, lets see if
this works. [link to groups.yahoo.com]
That will clue you in.
Regards Jupiter, this is the link to the Stereo Images and I am not writing the whole story tonight. I
need to get away and do some other stuff.
[link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
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Also regards my website, members can click on my name, which will produce some information.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/10/2010 10:31 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1180857
United States
12/10/2010 10:40 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Then why does that push get harder when one is close to a massive object? It seems to have
more to do with the massive object than the cold hard space around it, in agreement with
mankind's conventional theory of gravity.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 867017
United States
12/19/2010 12:33 PM

Ok here's a thread of interest that is pinned today.
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com] It's about some headstart school that has canceled Santa
Claus, ie satan claws.
I have made several posts in pages 4-5. Here are some of them. Please ponder them and also
check out the pinned thread.
People, if your children are to grow up with reasoning minds, we must stop Satan Claws in his
tracks, along with Rudolph the Red nosed Reindeer. Santa Claus is not a derivative of St. Nicolas.
It is an outright LIE and children grow up not discerning so well. Santa Claus is SATAN CLAWS
along with the whole merchandise selling season which has nothing to do with Christ. In fact this
shopping holiday season is completely of the lie and ungodly.
Ditto the Easter Bunny, Halloween and the rest of the satanic "holidays" of this world by various
names, religions and the like. Stop the tooth fairy crap with your kids too, raise them with that
which is HONEST. You all KNOW these things are NOT HOnest, but your children expect the truth
and even when they do figure it out, they think it's all cute OR SOCIETY PRESSURE forces it.
And the lie and manipulation continues.
I have no problem with celebrating the birthday of Christmas, but Satan claws does not belong
there. You were all warned LONG AGO about satan's games and this one that should be really
obvious. Muslims have their own stupid traditions too. So don't take this as support for them. I
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don't support any corporate religions. They are all wrong. Social clubs doing stuff against God, not
with him. god is very misunderstood on this planet because of all the false stories.
There are a fair number of christians who subscribe to the idea Jesus is going to actually ride a
White Horse through the sky, and take them to heaven with him, all the while leaving their clothes
neatly folded and left behind. This is of the same ilk is Satan Claus delivering all the "good kids"
toys in a few hours over Christmas Eve across the planet. do not do this to your kids, they will
pass it on.
I made an attempt to not do this with mine and I caught so much hell from school, and family over
it, I reneged and I have regretted it every Christmas season since. IT IS WRONG.

*********************
Santa is NOT a religious Icon to the one above. It is a creation deliberately of Satan, hence the
name. Satan Claws. It HOOKS YOU into the antichrist ideology.
*********************
Santa and Christmas meaning has lost his way. Strayed far from original meaning. Probably, a
good thing. Keep Santa in the home delivering good cheer for Christmas morning with family.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1200303
yep and keep up the Satan Claws LIE in the process and keep believing in the Rapture lie too.
And keep passing the lie on to your kids and thus violating their trust. When you do tell the real
truth later, they will not believe you. I know this one rather personally.
*************************
Sure we gotta give em' a friggen mosque at ground zero, but now we cant have friggen santa
clause? I swear sometimes we are just stupid as fuck. We have got to stop bowing down. No one
else does it for us in their country.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 966567
The "Friggen mosque" was NOT at Ground Zero. It was 2 blocks away. And besides the Satan
Claws lie and manipulation, that lie and manipulation that was 911 is still not acknowledge by the
same people who foisted Satan Claws, the Easter bunny, tooth fairy etc on their kids. And we
have the all time lie of the rapture, and so many other misunderstood topics of God. The mind
control on this planet done thru such as the above, is astounding at how successful it has been.
When kids are raised with lies, they learn not to know the truth. Plain and simple.
********************
Why is it muslims are the only group offended by Christmas? If they don't like our traditions then
they can get the fuck out of our country. Fuck them.
Quoting: MikeinLA 1191146
I am not a Muslim, I don't do any religion. My communication with God is my business, which is
what all the avatars taught. All religion is of satan folks. ALL OF IT. There is not one that has not
been infested by the black ops folks. And that you all can accept Satan Claws and all the rest,
proves you do not think well. Thinking well IS of God. This is not a Muslim issue, it is a spiritual
issue, irregardless of the purpose of this thread.
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Man on this planet is stupid. End of story. Very few are HUman (Higher Universal (Cosmic
Knowing) Man)
Lies are NOT good traditions to follow. I support beautiful traditions that support God and LIFE and
TRUTH. I support welcoming a new soul to this world, or an old soul who comes in by birth. I
support a wonderful ceremony when life ends to send that soul on it's way to it's next hopefully
wondrous journey. Man doesn't comprehend "heaven" and it's purpose or the evolution of his soul.
thus our funeral services suck big time and I don't participate in them, after a few I went to in this
life. They stink with lack of knowledge. Death is but a continuance of the grand journey. I do know
of what I speak on that one too.
I support TRUE ceremonies of Marriage, of graduations from true educational accomplishments
and other reasons to celebrate life. But any traditions around this MUST be based on TRUTH to
be right, and meaningful. I support house warmings for new homes people have worked to obtain.
Life IS to be fully celebrated but our methods support our materialism and a lot of LIES about the
nature of God, and Life. We are the people of the LIE so badly we can't even do the "2nd coming"
at this point as was hoped back in the 1960's, when they killed Kennedy who was going to
announce our visitors from HEAVEN ON THE DAY HE WAS KILLED. Christ as returned and man
has no eyes to see, including many of you posting here on GLP. The hosts of heaven travel in
STAR SHIPS people and your skies at night are full of them and you see it not and state they are
stars and planets instead.
Starship VENUS and STAR SHIP Jupiter are CRAFT as is Star ship Sirius which is viewable at
this time also, rising after the Belt of Orion. YEa ones are so blind, and that blindness starts with
the LIES taught from birth forward. Such as Satan Claws.
******
Well this concludes my time in that thread. When you raise your kids with lies, they continue the
lies and that's some karma that will bite YOU in the butt at some point, as it has me, for fostering it
on my own children because I didn't have the courage to tell other family members and the
schools to fuck off, who did not want my kids to tell they truth they learned at home. Ponder what
you are all doing, regardless of your religion, in continuing traditions that were created by the very
satanic ones you have been advised by your religions, or your common sense, or your god within,
to avoid in the first place. -C
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 863491
United States
12/20/2010 10:25 AM

My post from a chem trail thread:
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There is no smoking gun proof needed, look at the sky. Get some binolars and look at the various
types of tanker planes being used. I fail to understand why anybody who can actually THINK could
not SEE the evidence and watch them turning into strange cloud formations. That said, there is a
"good purpose" in them, that serves star fleet although they did not give any such technology. The
reason some of the trails move fast besides the wind, is they suck the barium and other
particulates up into the very high atmosphere, I forget the level right now, but they are using the
particles to hold moisture to help re establish the firmament that used to be high above earth in 2
layers. This shields from the radiation and IS mentioned in the bible, about how man didn't see the
stars etc until it was TAKEN DOWN as an act of war, and it's taking down was the cause of the
great 40 days rains and floods.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 863491
United States
12/20/2010 1:51 PM

Just adding this post here for recording purposes from the Elijah thread.

I hate to inform you dear Scribe to Elijah, but Elijah WAS Jesus (Sananda Esu Immanuel Kumara),
in a prior incarnation. Now he could be using that old name to communicate but I can tell by the
nature of the material that it's not him and I have verified its not him you are communicating with,
as star fleet does follow all of this stuff, including your yahoo group. And yes he does put out about
the Khazars etc. But there is a lot of bible stuff that is likely YOURS in these and with whom you
are working. It is NOT Elijah. It is someone else, whom you have perhaps thought was Elijah or
who has purposely misidentified themselves to you.
There were NO JEWS at the time of Christ. The Khazars created the word and put it in the bible,
in the 1700's. They have corrupted much of the bible sadly. They are the antichrist, if one has to
have an antichrist. There were however obviously nasty people back then who were amongst
those imprisoned on this world. The bible should speak of the semites or hebrews, not of JEWS.
For readers here, the term Israel is a STATE of BEING and not a country. Israelites are those how
have obtained this state of being. IS=Mother RA=Father EL=God so the meaning is understanding
the nature of Mother Father God within.
The term Israel is Hebrew in nature. the Hebrews are a race founded by exactly 3 people who are
from the planet Hebra, (I think it is called, I could have the spelling wrong today). 12,000 years ago
their craft crashed here, killing most, but 3 survived and this formed an incorrect Adam and Eve
story in the bible.
The 3 some was a man and two women, who founded thus the Hebrew Race on this planet. The
crash occurred in what is now western russia, but it was cold and they gathered their things and
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weapons and migrated south to the area of Palestine and started a new civilization.
Now that said on Adam and Eve, There was also an Adam and Eve commission to this planet
about 40,000 years ago. You can read that story yourself in the Urantia Book, at www.urantia.org.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 863491
United States
12/20/2010 2:54 PM

Another from the Elijah thread. You can guess that the poster was posting comments around EVe
disobeying God and eating that apple. IT DID NOT HAPPEN. The eating of forbidden fruit is about
SIN, not apples.
THERE WAS NO EATING of APPLE as a sin people. the ANTICHRIST thugs put that into the
BIBLE on purpose, just like the SATAN CLAWS they created for Christmas, and the EASTER
BUNNY et all. PLEASE USE the mind god gave to you. You have been brainwashed on that bible
and it is killing this world, these silly things you accept as truth from it. You should ot be making
these statements, you should be rolling on the floor laughing about the destruction of the bible and
these silly things in it. There is nice truth yes, but there is so much crap about God as to astound.
If it sounds like a Satan claws or easter bunny, it is.
Jesus isn't going to ride a white horse across the sky to pick up the Christians, all the while leaving
their clothes neatly folded and left behind either. Same deal, STUPID,. God does NOT do stupid
things like this.
The so call rapture is the evacuation of the planet should it had been needed. Those of the light,
(not any religion type light, behavior type light) are taken first, then the children, and then if time
allows anyone else. They do not place criminals if they are picked up on godly worlds. The
purpose of evacuation is nuclear war, or a sudden axis shift, or going into a magnetic pole
reversal.
Sadly because of satan's crap, most people would not board craft in this case and would be left
behind to the ravages of the event causing evacuation. People there are 20 million craft here for
the evacuation if it would become necessary. You would be taken to other planets or live aboard
craft for the duration of your life in this case. Some of the evacuation mother ships are 8000
MILES long. OK.
These do not come down low, they are too big, so the evacusations are done to smaller craft with
levitation beams, just like all those little icons you see used of such right here. The reason it says
in the bible abour the light in the east at this time, is that it is standard to have the large fleets
come from the EAST, that is a clue.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/22/2010 8:52 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 863491
United States
12/20/2010 3:00 PM

Quoting: <| Bast |>

I am sorry but I have impecable references on this one. It was here at the time of Christ and the
satanists made that into the Star of Bethlehem on your christmas cards and stories.
People going to 5d are going build 5d on this planet after the upcoming cleansing. Not 1000 years
from now. Our sun INDEED does orbit Alcyone every almost 26000 years and we are indeed in
that photon belt now. The sky changes over those 26000 years not from the magnetic axis but
from the journey itself. I KNOW THIS TO BE TRUE.
ALL solar systems orbit a Central Star of some sort. As above, so below right down to the atom.
Alcyone has 500 suns and other bodies that orbit it. Not just the Seven sisters.
Alcyone drags all her suns around the Milky Way. More less, because even she belongs to
another group of suns like herself. The significance of this time, is not just being in that photon
belt, but also we entered the Milky Way Ecliptic a few years ago which we are in 4 times as we go
around it, via Alcyone. Notice the signficance of the Christic Circle, which is a circle with a
balanced cross inside of it. See the Milkway Way as that circle, and the 4 parts of the cross as the
times when we (and in fact everything circles in the Milky Way), are in the ecliptic. The energies
from that are already noticed by the way and we must be about the Father's business.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/20/2010 3:06 PM

~Nobody. Special~
User ID: 943970
United States
12/21/2010 2:13 PM
Sorry for interupting your thread, just wanted to let you know i changed my name.....that was crazy
when i seen 2 of us on the main page!!!!lol
anyway have a great day!!!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 977497
United States
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12/22/2010 8:43 PM

Quoting: ~Nobody. Special~
Well Nobody Special, nice to meet you! Yes I got your PM. welcome.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 977497
United States
12/22/2010 8:49 PM

Quoting: v22

I am not sure which link you are meaning from taking a brief look back. If perhaps it was to my
site, the site name is under my name on the left. Add a .org or .net to the name.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 742928
United States
12/23/2010 12:02 AM

A teachng post I would like to archive here from a thread where it was asked are our souls trapped
on earth.
No you are not trapped, but to generally move UPWARDS you must grow spiritually enough to
leave if you are an earth soul. Lucifer did trap people here when they incarnated, as he wanted his
own "universe." When Christ MIchael came 2000 years ago, he ended Lucifers rule here, (Lucifer
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went to the Father's Jail on a sphere in "heaven") and reinstated the normal process.
IF you as an evolving earth soul (not a star seed), have reached 3rd circle lessons by your death,
you go to the mansion worlds, which are the first worlds of heaven after the evolutionary planets. If
you have not reached 3rd circle most of the time you will be reincarnated, but if not, do not enter
the mansion worlds until a general resurrection at the end of an age or for other reasons. These
are often done at each millenium for example.
There is population control on these mansion worlds, that is why the wait if you have not reached
3rd circle. You are placed on them on a space available basis. You do not take these bodies,
Christians, you were lied too, you are given a new body when your soul arrives. One that does not
require birth. And these worlds don't need toilets, the bodies absorb all the nutrients without waste.
As to star seeds we leave when our work is done.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 12/23/2010 12:02 AM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 942503
United States
12/23/2010 1:09 AM
So when does this happen/begin?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 928662
United States
1/1/2011 8:17 PM

Ok in I assume my first post in this thread I covered Planet X, that dark body scientists are calling
a brown dwarf. I was given teaching by Christ Michael on that body, and it's purpose is to provide
support to this solar system in some way and it is what drags our solar system around Alcyone,
our Central Sun for Pleiades. Well I was reading in the Urantia Book just now, for a piece I am
working on, for my website, and here is an interesting quote, which before I would have not
understood so well. A lot of "black holes" are also Dark Islands of Space, I am told. Anyway, here's
the quote from www.urantia.org

The Dark Islands of Space. These are the dead suns and other large aggregations of matter
devoid of light and heat. The dark islands are sometimes enormous in mass and exert a powerful
influence in universe equilibrium and energy manipulation. The density of some of these large
masses is well-nigh unbelievable. And this great concentration of mass enables these dark islands
to function as powerful balance wheels, holding large neighboring systems in effective leash. They
hold the gravity balance of power in many constellations; many physical systems which would
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otherwise speedily dive to destruction in near-by suns are held securely in the gravity grasp of
these guardian dark islands. It is because of this function that we can locate them accurately. We
have measured the gravity pull of the luminous bodies, and we can therefore calculate the exact
size and location of the dark islands of space which so effectively function to hold a given
system steady in its course.
The Physicall systems I bolded above, means solar systems. The quoted mater is from paper 15,
The Seven superuniverses, page 173, (in part 6.
All solar systems have planet x's per the teaching early in this thread.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 928662
United States
1/1/2011 8:22 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 942503
any time now.
Theinvisibleman
User ID: 1212233
United States
1/1/2011 8:30 PM
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1167045
he has a valid point...wow this is a wasted thread lmao..ur nuts
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1130213
United States
1/2/2011 2:41 PM

I am archiving this post I made here. It's from :
//www.godlikeproductions.com/forum1/message1306495/pg11
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Here are some of the Things that we have been told:
1. There are many different species of aliens. Some have been here, are already here or are
coming here. This is true
2. Some of these alien species want to kill us, eat us, or turn us into slaves. Those wanting to
enslave us have been here for 4 million years now, in one way or the other. The reptilians
occupied this planet that long ago and consider it their stolen home. They do not eat us. The
reference to "eating" by dark aliens means the "eating" of the fear energy we put out. Like attracts
like, that is physical law, and thus they need dark energies of fear and bad sex and the like to feed
on. Many do not eat food, some do. There are ON this planet, they are not aliens.
3. Some of these alien species created us. Partly true. Life was implanted on this planet normally,
via the Life Carriers from Nebadon headquarters. All planets are seeded with life by these ones,
ALL of them. however, as people migrate around the universe, they bring life forms from other
planets, and that is the source of the kangeroo and related species on this planet. Colonizers 1.3
million years ago brought them. two races from one planet in fact, blacks and yellows, who later
intermingled on this planet to form the Arab race. Now the Anunnaki played in the genertics here
too, they needed to upgrade ones in Africa to mine for them, and they then a few thousand years
ago, downgraded the DNA on this planet of man generally. About 5000 years ago. Mostly robots
on this planet since, which cannot be used as Soul Carriers.
4. Some of these alien species altered our DNA and turned us from primitive creatures into the
humans we are now. See above
5. Some of these alien species altered our DNA and changed it from being 12 strand DNA to 2
strands, and essentially interfered with our progress. see above. However heaven has been
working on that, so that the star seeds could get in here. And once in here, we carry this further,
before we reproduce to uplift the DNA. I have now actually 24 strands myself. I am past
reproductive age however, so these won't get passed on by this body. but it surely helps with my
communications with those above. These are reconnected by two processes, in those that
possess what science called the "junk DNA". both their minds and the incoming energies assist
the process. This process does not occur in the Robot people, because they don't have the junk
DNa to start with.
6. Some of these aliens fight with each other over who will control us. That fight is no longer going
on. All the negative aliens on this planet, and those in our solar system are no longer here to
argue. They have been removed. The only arguing is amongst those still incarnate on this world in
what you all call human type bodies.
7. Some of these aliens say they want to save us. The "aliens" here are part of the ascension
process are from Heaven, plus there are folks from more advanced planets than earth who are
helping or just studying here. These ETS are saving the planet itself first and foremost, as it is
HER ascension and HER BODY that is being terribly abused. This must stop and HER Body must
be made new, cleansed and remodeled. The land masses have to become balanced for the state
of Monopolarity, when the planet no long has any tilt. Some of the tilt is related direction to the mis
balance of the land masses. Those children of GAIA, who are at least 51% service to others
regards cleared karma will be given further opportunity to grow here, which is a desire by GAIA
herself and which will be honored.

So, let us get on with some questions now.
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How am I suppose to Know which of these alien species truly care about humans? What evidence
do you have to support your claim? How can I validate that evidence? In your heart and mind.
Listening to the Thought adjuster within, which is of God the Father. Trying just using REASON,
that would help. You are being inundated with CIA bullshit in the new age movement and within all
religions. The evidence is going to become very in your face pretty soon, in a wondrous way, I
might add. you can view also the FACT that Jupiter was made into a sun, regards our work thru
me. That is provable. [link to sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov]
What am I being Saved from? The Sun exploding? The Earth Changes? Radiation? Humanity
gone mad? Other aliens? Beings from other realities? See above, I have covered this except
humanity gone mad, that is a consideration. You are also to be saved from any lack of
misunderstanding about God during the 3 month announcement process.
How do I Know that these things are not lies to get me to leave the Earth? Who says YOU are
going to leave, maybe you are one who is staying????? You will know, but the earth has to be
cleared of human bodies during the coming changes. REgardless of whether people are staying or
moving.

How do I Know that some alien race has created the scenario so that I will leave the Earth? You
can try your mind WITH your heart and watch the public teaching process.
Is there such a thing as Ascension? Is the Earth alive? Is the Earth and the beings on it suppose
to ascend together? Is this a lie? If there is no Ascension, how am I to Know? I will answer these
together. Ascension is individual. For ascending sons (animal origin souls), it is the fusion with the
thought Adjustor, a fragment of the Universal FAther's mind. Earth is alive and has a mind, yes,
and this is the time of HER ascension as an individual daughter of God. We do not ascend
together, that is the lie put about thru the CIA new age sites. Many perhaps even yourself are
already "ascended". That has sadly been the success of the CIA thugs. They have advanced
beings believing this is their first life. The ascension of Mother GAIA will not be complete fully, until
man himself creates in partnership with Her, a great civilization of God knowing people, and also
we must have the land masses rebalanced, because to enter Light and Life, the planet MUST be
straight up and down, thus we will have no season changes. That said, there is always
"ascension" of any soul wanting to to learn and grow. Even the Creator Son is learning in his
mission here, that never stops. But there are MILESTONES in the ascension progress. the first is
getting that thought adjuster and when new souls get one they don't even know it. Then after a
long journey, during which one decides if they want eternal life or not, they choose uncreation, or
they choose eternal life and fuse with their father fragment,. Then there is arriving on all sorts of
heaven planets, specially built worlds. In Nebadon and this sector that earth belongs to, these
milestones are earning the right to live first on Jerusem, then on the constellation headquarters ,
then on the worlds around Salvington, and then on Salvington itself. That is the end of the journey
thru Nebadon schools. Then you are a spirit being, and you move to the super universe schools,
and work you way thru the minor section, then the major sector, until you earn and reach Uversa,
the capital world of Orvonton. After that you go to the Central Universe and work thru it's 1 billion
worlds, until you arrive on paradise. Then your real life really gettings going, as you go forth and
serve the creation. I am from paradise, I earned it, I am a mighty messenger and you can use the
search function on www.urantia.org if you wish to read about my group I belong to. I am in service
to the Ancients of Days of Orvonton on this planet. My soul is huge, it cannot be in this body. I
USE THIS BODY. it is temporary. I am not in it, I surround it. Thats the short story of ascension. I
am on a journey now to become a full 7th stage spirit, to work eventually in the newly forming
universes in outer space. You do choose careers in heaven. Your goal in eternal life is to become
LIKE GOD the FATHER, That IS his Will. And a lesson almost nobody understands on this planet.
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The way I see it.
If I choose to stay because I Believe that there is an Ascension, and we will move with the Earth to
a better situation, and this is a Lie, then I am screwed.
If I choose to leave with some alien species because I Believe that they will save humanity from
something, and the Ascension is Truth, then I am screwed.
What kind of sick joke is this?
So, unless you can provide facts. I see your lips moving. Only you can decide, that is the nature of
your mind. You will have your proof when we go live.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1214597

Ok I replied above. I also suggest checking out links here, and viewing Gary tonge video's about
the ascension process which are on his Vision Afar website that is linked in this place. You should
be helped by those teachings coming thru the Urantia Book, the Phoenix Journals, and my site,
but if you are not, there is nothing I can do for you. Use your heart as you view all this stuff.
Art Commissed by the Urantia Foundation
By Candace
Jan 2, 2011 - 6:47:44 PM
Email this article
Printer friendly page
Hi all, Jess recently discovered an amazing art site that has many artists on it, including a fellow
from Britain that did some commissed work in 2002 for the Urantia Foundation. The main website
for the various artists is www.deviantart.com You can find just about everything there in the way of
art.
The artist commissioned for the work is named Gary Tonge. His art is at the following link. He calls
himself "Antifan-real." [link to antifan-real.deviantart.com] Gary has since I started working on this
developed his own website. [link to www.visionafar.com] He has a couple NICE video's there
about the creation. Well worth you effort. I am continuing to use the links in this article from
deviantart, because he has some descriptions with them. I have some saved to my computer to
use as wallpaper.
This is link to 4 pages of gallery. Now when you click on a picture in the gallery, it takes you to a
small enlarged version. Then click on that image for a much larger image. To appreciate this
man's work, you need to see the larger images and he has some commentary with each one. [link
to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
Now, this person obviously remembers something of from whence he came and for some of you,
reviewing his artwork is going to make you awfully homesick! Now first the links which are all on
page 3 of the gallery, to the 4 images commissioned by the Urantia Foundation. This is the link to
page 3 of the gallery where these are archived. [link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com] Paradise is the center of the Creation, and it's start also, the
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Alpha, if you will. The Beginning. Every ascending human has the goal of reaching Paradise.
Many angelics have a similar goal also. My own guardian angel Andrea, has also obtained
Paradise with me, as has my soul mate Tom. Tom and I are Mighty Messengers. Paradise is the
only place totally free of "time" of some sort, because the Paradise Isle does NOT rotate or travel
around anything else. The huge bright area at the center is the Paradise Isle. I will leave you to
read about its size and structure in the UB. It has a top and bottom, and this man KNOWs what it
looks like. This pic nearly brought tears to my eyes, as this is so similar to MY memory.
Around it are 3 groups of 7 orbs belonging to the Paraise Dieties. The first group swing closest to
the Paradise Isle, and are the worlds of the Father. Next out are the worlds of the Eternal Son,
which are uninhabited, spirit worlds totally apparently. Next after that swing the 7 worlds of the
Infinite Spirit and these worlds are the homes of the Seven Master Spirits, of the Seven
Superuniverses. In fact these are the Paradise headquarters of the Seven Super Universes, the
executive worlds for them Now I am going to paste in a quote from the UB about these 7 worlds of
the Infinite Spirit from the UB. Page 151.
They are not so exclusive as the spheres of the Father or those of the Son, and though residential
status is limited to native beings and those who work thereon, these seven administrative planets
are always open to all beings who desire to visit them, and who can command the necessary
means of transit.
To me, these executive worlds are the most interesting and intriguing spots outside of Paradise. In
no other place in the wide universe can one observe such varied activities, involving so many
different orders of living beings, having to do with operations on so many diverse levels,
occupations at once material, intellectual, and spiritual. When I am accorded a period of release
from assignment, if I chance to be on Paradise or in Havona, I usually proceed to one of these
busy worlds of the Seven Master Spirits, there to inspire my mind with such spectacles of
enterprise, devotion, loyalty, wisdom, and effectiveness. Nowhere else can I observe such an
amazing interassociation of personality performances on all seven levels of universe reality. And I
am always stimulated by the activities of those who well know how to do their work, and who so
thoroughly enjoy doing it. (Presented by a Perfector of Wisdom commissioned thus to function by
the Ancients of Days on Uversa-Capital World of Orvonton.)
What! Work? in heaven? Yes indeed. Why people of earth want to live in nothingness bliss is
beyond me! -C

[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com] Havona is The Central Universe. It is a perfect universe of 1
BILLION Spheres that surrounds and includes Paradise. LIke all these "seven" numbers, there are
7 circuits in Havona. These do show as Seven "rings" of spheres (planets), in the drawing. You
arrive in Havona after your graduation from the Superuniverse of your Origin. In this case, the
Superuniverse that earth is in, is named Orvonton. It is the "youngest" of the 7 superuniverses.
Now, out here on evolutionary worlds like Earth, there are 100 natural elements. On Havona, there
are 1000 natural elements! But yet these have an atmosphere, lakes and streams on them.
Heaven is very misunderstood!
I had a big laugh once, because somebody on a forum posted that heaven was not planets! Well,
YES IT IS PLANETS. Just handcrafted planets, that's why they are called architectural worlds, and
more on that in one of the other paintings by this artist.
This are very advanced worlds. There is never an oportunity of boredom on them! AFter you work
you way through these incredibly huge worlds, you arrive on Paradise, and towards your time as
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you approach paradise, your form become capable of traveling space, minus a ship. The Central
Universe if not in view of Earth. Besides the distance, it is also bounded by dark gravity bodies.

[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com] The Grand Universe is the current Creation. It includes The
CEntral universe of Havona, and the Seven Superuniverses, none of which are complete yet.
Orvonton is our Superuniverse. There are 100,000 porjected universes within each Superuniverse.
So there is the potential of 700,000 universes, and most are formed. Some in orvonton on still in
very early formation. Our Universe is Nebadon. It is universe # 611,121.
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
Some of My favorites,
Spirit Rising, [link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
***********************************
This link below shows the construction of "sphere" world. People these are the worlds that are built
as described as "architectural worlds" in the Urantia Book. over your long eternity you could visit or
live on Billions of these. When all 7 superuniverses are complete (700,000 local universes), there
will be nearly 500,000,000,000 (billion) of these. The creation is HUGE. Humans also build craft
spheres that travel the creation. These can be as much as 2-3 times the size of earth for various
reasons. Some of you have seen large craft near the sun on SOHO in recent times. This is "God"
works, through his Sons and Daughters. These huge craft can control suns like they are doing
now. These are amongst your own options for carreers over your long eternal life of trillions of
years.
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]

**********************

[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com] space transport arriving at huge space city. there is a space
city 10 miles in height orbiting jupiTER folks. Ptaah is commander i think, he's from there anyway.
Of course, I assume this city moved more than a bit while Jupiter was being made a star.

[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
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[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]

[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
[link to antifan-real.deviantart.com]
forget to take your medicine?
User ID: 1220089
United States
1/6/2011 6:19 PM
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1191034
United States
1/11/2011 12:52 PM

This below is my post from this current thread today.
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

Ok does this person think the bright object is the dark star, and the dark spot the moon?????? the
bright object is STAR SHIP Venus. The dark object is not a moon of Venus, but it could be Planet
X, which again is NOT nibiru, but the old dark sun that drags us around Alcyone.
I am going to paste a piece of information I just came across in the Urantia book a few days ago. I
have a thread here also where I discuss Planet X and Nibiru some. [link to
www.godlikeproductions.com]
From the UB:
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(173.1) 15:6.11 The Dark Islands of Space. These are the dead suns and other large aggregations
of matter devoid of light and heat. The dark islands are sometimes enormous in mass and exert a
powerful influence in universe equilibrium and energy manipulation. The density of some of these
large masses is well-nigh unbelievable. And this great concentration of mass enables these dark
islands to function as powerful balance wheels, holding large neighboring systems in effective
leash. They hold the gravity balance of power in many constellations; many physical systems
(solar systems, NIP) which would otherwise speedily dive to destruction in near-by suns are held
securely in the gravity grasp of these guardian dark islands. It is because of this function that we
can locate them accurately. We have measured the gravity pull of the luminous bodies, and we
can therefore calculate the exact size and location of the dark islands of space which so effectively
function to hold a given system steady in its course.
Planet X is OUR dark Island of space that keeps our solar system steady on it's course.
Now why I was reading at the Urantia site, www.urantia.org to copy and paste the section above,
here is this one which follows and also interesting, as I have stated here the REAL Venus has
been terraformed and pulled into OUR orbit, and balanced opposite the sun to us. And
occasionally seen for short periods, as is Jupiter Sun, in it's orbit always opposite us right now on
purpose.
Here is the next UB comment.
(173.5) 15:6.15 In your superuniverse not one cool planet in forty is habitable by beings of your
order. And, of course, the superheated suns and the frigid outlying worlds are unfit to harbor
higher life. In your solar system only three planets are at present suited to harbor life. Urantia, in
size, density, and location, is in many respects ideal for human habitation.
NOTICE it says 3 planets. Mars is also being RE terraformed for human life and the process is
well established with at atmosphere with some oxygen now, and able to handle the planting of
trees, which have been shown in photographs. There is a large underground civilization there.
Now Mars lost its atmosphere and life because of MAN on there playing weather war by heating
the ionosphere of that planet too much, and they set if on fire and rapidly became crispy critters.
Their souls were raptured off to earth, and here they are playing the game once again. Some folks
never learn.
Fresh Revelation for this age.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/11/2011 12:53 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1191034
United States
1/11/2011 12:55 PM
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Well, ah, just what might this be?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dERns6Vw-hs&feature=player_embedded
Quoting: Theoferrum

Whatever this was, it was NOT Nibiru, which to be this big would have to pass close in front of the
satellite!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1191034
United States
1/11/2011 1:01 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1099417

It will happen while were are in STASIS. I must provide a piece for new readers to my website on
Stasis, if I have not done so, I can't remember. We are soon to have an announcement by the
President of the US of A, which will preceed a hoped for 3 months revelation on global TV about
this world and it's corruption, star fleet, the Second Coming etc. After that, we will enter Stasis, and
then the massive earth changes will manifest, as fleet will then carry the planet thru the magnetic
Pole Reversal, and axis shifting necessary. The magnetic reversal will happen first, for the
cleansing that is necessary. All those who have anything of God in them will be evacuated from
the planet during the teaching (as volunteers or during some earth changes) and then the rest as
the magnetic reversal starts, as we enter stasis.
To readers of this thread today, I have placed some other new posts as I update the thread.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/11/2011 1:01 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1191034
United States
1/11/2011 1:05 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1180857
When one is close to a massive object, this is another force, not gravity. Man has labeled all sorts
of stuff gravity, that is not. Electrical magnetic interchange might be a better term. I don't think we
have enough terms to use. It would not be centrifugal force either, but centrifugal force better
explains than gravity our rotation around the sun, moons rotations too, but even that is not
accurate. Just picking from terms I am familiar with from my own programmed knowledge I got fed
in school long ago.
zephyr
User ID: 961524
United States
1/11/2011 1:26 PM

NOP,
I lie out in my backyard at night with binocs as often as weather permits.
For years I have been observing two "stars" that most obviously blink bright red and blue. Now
when I mention this to people they say that it is normal for stars to blink red and blue....
I just do not buy that because they look like LIGHTS big, bright red and blue...
what is it?
zephyr
User ID: 961524
United States
1/11/2011 1:28 PM
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btw, I am making my way through this thread as I only just saw it today. but man there is much
here to wrap my mind around...
some of it makes much sense to me, some does not really register yet.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 996825
United States
1/13/2011 7:24 PM

My teaching From a hellfire get saved now by Jesus thread by Watcher today.
your god ask you for mercy?
what happens if you don't?

!!!YOU WILL BURN IN HELL IN A FIREY PIT FOR ETERNITY!!!
Because....He Loves You! (Thanks George Carlin)

****** somebody else above.

Satan has done a GREAT job making you focus on HIS eternal destination (hell was created for
HIM and all he can convince to follow him) rather than on Jesus who died to SAVE you from hell!
He DOES love you that much! What do you think we mean when we say you can be "saved" by
belief in Jesus? What did you think He died to save you FROM?!
If you are getting your view of Christianity from George Carlin, you are following the theories of a
blind man right into the ditch! Seek Jesus...He is coming back soon for those who love Him! That
can also include you if you humble yourself, repent of your sins and ask Jesus to save you! All
"because...He loves you!" (Thanks for the above reminder!)
Quoting: ^Watcher^
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ME BELOW.
Dear WAtcher, Satan is NO longer here, he went to prison. Lucifer was uncreated. The reptilians
were removed. some of them were really nice, they weren't all bad, just like the people on the
surface are not all bad.
There is NO HELLFIRE dear, the thugs MADE that up. HELLFIRE is an acronym for
HavingEverLastingLife Firey Intelligence Resonating Eternally. Didn't the Bible say something
about the lies? And MAN, satanic MAN really mucked up the bible!!!!! But therein was a bit of truth.
Also God promised FRESH revelation in the ends times and the BIBLE is NOT fresh revelation.
The sources actually by God and his hosts, are the Urantia Book, the Phoenix Journals and the
info on my website, which is extremely current. There is the word also repeated thru other sources
more modern also.
DEAR ONES you actually WANT HELLFIRE, that is eternal LIFE> Such a brilliant lie by Satan in
your holy books, Islamic ones too. There is only life on miserable planets, this has been a hell
planet, if you wish to use that term. It is going to become Heaven sphere, that is what the NEW
EARTH of revelations means.
George Carlin was an advanced soul from God who tried to wake up the bible thumpers to the shit
in the bible. While there is some truth, it is mostly a history story of passed down stuff by a very
small group of people. The whole world was populated in the time of Christ you know and even in
the times of Abraham there was nuclear war on this planet, which scientists are starting to
discover evidence of. We were NOT exactly cave men 2000 years ago.
Your cannot be saved by shallow "belief" in Jesus. You an be saved by your loving being and your
growth of spirit, you must make you soul heavy with knowledge. People do not live only one life on
this planet and the thugs removed THAT truth from the bible on purpose. But it is the final
judgement for some souls, and it's an interim judgement for others. There are many not yet ready
to be on the new earth, they are not mature enough and they will go to other places and there are
MANY for their continuance.
GAIA is a PERSON. This planet is her body. She is ascending, and wishes to take as many of her
children as she can. But many are not ready. There will be approximately 1 billion souls IN BODY
continuing here after the stasis period of earth changes, who have completely at least 51% of their
karma. This basically means they are 51% service to OTHERS, rather than to self. This for most is
a time of sorting.
We are the end of the long trip around the Milky Way, the end of a long age, and there is the
dividing and sorting. People need not have even heard the name of Jesus to stay with this planet
on the journey into heaven of herself, it is where they are in their god knowing that matters. it
matters not their religion they got raised in or sucked into. I have NO religion on this planet.
My relationship with God and Jesus is personal. That is how it is supposed to be. You are your
savior. It is you who earns your way into heaven and it is not done any other way.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 749019
United States
1/17/2011 12:14 AM
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I am archiving this post here from this thread. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Lets just do a little math. Okay, Jesus was without sin. Jesus was not married. Fornication is a sin.
So Jesus was never married and without sin, how could he have had sex? Answer: He never had
sex, which in my estimation makes him a virgin.
Quoting: SAK0047 1232897
l
"Jesus" returned in 1954. I know him very personally being that he and I have an organization
called AbundantHope which IS the 2nd coming.
There is another book, which covers Mary M going to France, I think by dolores Cannon. It is long
known in Europe she was there. She arrive with the little girl in her arms, born at sea.
Jesus (and that was NEVER his name), was two individuals on a joint mission sharing a body.
One was the Creator Son, of Nebadon, of whom there are quotes in this thread. The other was
Esu Kumara, long ago Son of Sanat Kumara, and A Nah. (some say Anna, but it's a nah), who
played the role of Mother Mary back then.
There were 6 children brought into this plane, helped to restore a bit of Holy DNA which is what
Dan Browns' book is around, I believe, been awhile since I wrote it. The Holy Grails is her blood
line that has always been attempted to be destroyed by others. Mary M and Esu were separated
after the crucifixion which he SURVIVED. Esu fled first to Damascus where he encountered
Saul/Paul.
He moved on to the region of India, Kashmir is where he put down roots, and married a local
woman and had 5 children.
Mary M never had any more children but SaRa did, putting some holy DNA into Europe.
Esu lived to over 100 years, about 115 actually. And to top this story off, if you go read Phoenix
Journal #2 you will learn that Judas was his best friend and no betrayer. The thugs of the world did
that on purpose. The betrayer was another with a somewhat similar name. But not one of his
friends the apostles. YES THEY WERE HIS FRIENDS.
Esu's son of those times, named Joseph, I think, brought records kept by Judas who also went
with Esu to India, and some of his own back and buried them in that old grave of long ago, and a
Catholic Priest was led to find them, and they were translated into German from the Aramaic and
then into English as the Talmud of Immanuel (may be spelled Emmanuel) which you can google.
Phoenix Journal #2 is the translation by Judas himself from the Aramaic. Some of the records
were destroyed during the period of translation, thus the Talmud of Immanuel was not complete.
The Catholic Priest and all of his family were murdered for this. Yea ones so stuck on the bible
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have been pilfered of the truth by the satanic ones themselves, which includes that the "jews" are
the chosen people.
they are not. The word wasn't in use back then. The Khazars who were never semites, created it
for themselves and changed your bible so you would support them stealing Israel. That IS truth.
Commutator
User ID: 904552
United States
1/17/2011 7:09 AM

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Alcyone is star that is 370 light years away. Not only that, it is part of the Pleiades cluster and only
about 50 million years old compared to the ~4 billion years for the Sun. The Sun does not orbit
Alcyone.
Commutator
User ID: 904552
United States
1/17/2011 7:11 AM

When one is close to a massive object, this is another force, not gravity. Man has labeled all sorts
of stuff gravity, that is not. Electrical magnetic interchange might be a better term. I don't think we
have enough terms to use. It would not be centrifugal force either, but centrifugal force better
explains than gravity our rotation around the sun, moons rotations too, but even that is not
accurate. Just picking from terms I am familiar with from my own programmed knowledge I got fed
in school long ago.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

And the proof of this mysterious force is where?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 787760
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United States
1/18/2011 12:33 PM

Archiving from another thread. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
quote:Lester]

Shakespeare portrayed Julius Caesar as aware, "The fault dear Brutus, lies not in our stars, but in
ourselves; that we are underlings".
Christianity is The Way, Ordained by God The Father and Secured by Christ Jesus. It is The Way
to Abide With and Know God The Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Have to be Born-Again to Know God Personally and Directly, to have HIM Give you "A New Heart
Of HIS Flesh". Come Unto The Father in humble and sincere submission and completely
surrender all aspects of your life into HIS Control and you will Know and experience Christianity.
No two Born-Again Christians are alike. Yet all are alike in that we Trust God Fully and live IN and
Through HIS Will. The Born-Again Life is Witnessed in Ezekiel 36, First John Epistle, and John ch
17 to specify three references.
All comes down to your heart:
-Do you Know WHO Christ Jesus IS?
-Can you Trust Father-God Fully with every aspect of your life?
-Are you willing to open up your heart Unto The Father and tell HIM so?
A "real Christian" is Guided through life By God The Holy Spirit and lives In-Service to The Father.
The pity of modern Christian religion is that none are willing to Trust God To Guide HIS People, so
they develop dogma, doctrine, and other ritual that by their very nature are alien from Trusting
HIM. Very few in life able to manifest their hearts completely Unto HIM, so few actually Know or
have Partaken Of The Fruit.
Most here seek comfort and support from others who also could not Trust God Fully with their
lives... Few ever witness of their Relationship With God, even though that is exactly what Jesus
Gave HIS Life To Enable. The reason for lack of witness is absence of Relationship or Knowledge
Of-HIM.

Lester, what you say is true. For those stuck in organized Christianity ANSWER THIS ONE, how
do billions who never heard the Name JESUS become BORN AGAIN. Can a muslim become born
again, a buddhist, aaaaaa whatever? YES. One becomes BORN AGAIN IN SPIRIT and it matters
NOT the religion or culture one was raised in. It means coming out of ungodly behaviors and
walking a lighted path, and it can happen to anyone, anywhere. What is wrong with Christianity, as
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believed, is that you all think YOU are the only ones who can do this, be born again, and then
many (not all) of you walk all over others your whole rest of your live, and are NOT thus born again
of the Spirit you don't understand.
This false christian belief system, is currently used to cause "Christians" to support Israel, and
these terrible wars by Israel controlling the United States, in the Middle East. Does not the bible
suggest the antichrist comes out of the middle east, it is ISRAEL and the Khazar thugs that run
this world, from there, Rome and London.
I have witnessed enough ugly "born again" shit on this planet, to have my fill long ago. Yea ones
think you can go to church, believe ON Jesus, and you have yet to figure out that GOD (or JESUS,
Christ Michael, and the Father) is within YOU. And you are to grow your soul in goodness. Your
SOUL is YOUR MIND, and so many when they become Christians, as in the corporate structures
forget all about their MIND and growing it knowledge and goodness.
There is that misunderstood story of Adam and Eve eating of the Tree of Knowledge and I guess
they went to hell for it. YOU ARE TO EAT of that Tree, and grow your MIND and for many, it
seems mind growth just stops when they start going to church.
I am not putting down real christians here, which can come from any faith, and may not have ever
heard the Name Jesus. They have heard the name GOD however. That we are still in this horrid
wars in the Middle EAst, and have killed over 20 million people now in Iraq and Afghanistan alone,
is proof positive that most who claim in this country alone to be Christians, have failed, utterly
failed, in being that Light of God. You will not come into joint sovereignty and kick the beast out of
our government. You are so believing in Jesus the WrONG way you do not see your light. It
remains hidden.
I just recently witnessed such a perfect example of what I have seen over and over and over.
A really Godly person started a little coffee Knitting group where I live, our of her sincere inner
desire to serve during her last days of life. She passed recently, and many of these attending this
group are "born again" Christians. And UGLY as shit. Now this lady that passed was wondrous, a
very OLD soul and mature. I watched her in amazement each week how she went about being the
God Within. But she did not like organized religion and neither did her best friend. Well after she
passed we were together on the usual day, and the discussion turned to DID SHE GET SAVED?
Yes about a million years ago probably.
Well knowing this ones thinking themselves "saved" I made a simple eulogy to this marvelous
woman and her light. (who spent also a good part of her life singing great music such as that by
Handel) Well, one of these "righteous ones" attending, said it mattered not how brilliant the light
shown, if she didn't accept Jesus as her Lord and Savior, she was thus in HELL. You cannot not
believe the affect this statement had on that little group. Especially the good friend. her face, oh
my. This less than enlightened soul, is a Baptist. And when she utters these words, I have seen
similar in her before, her eyes get small, beady and dark. It's as if "satan" just moved into her for
the occasion. The window to the soul is in the eyes, and there was never better proof of this than
the light in the eyes of this lovely person that passed, and the darkness in the eyes in this small
"Christian" soul.
This is so typical of so many "pious" Christians. I have been sent to HELL by them my whole life
and I cannot long stand to be in these churches. As part of my research into religion on this world,
I was going to lots of various local churches and even seeing the mainstream ones going the way
of this horrid evangelical movement of the THUGS. I continue to get sent to Hell by them here too.
HELL is HavingEverLastingLife, Fire is Firey Intelligence Reverberating Eternally. Yes that
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beloved lady of LIGHT is in "hell fire" and my friends, the satanic folks changed "hellfire" into
something of the devil, when it's something you should ATTAIN. By your works given with LOVE
from the heart. Didn't the bible say someplace correctly, that Satan is the master of LIES. YOU
WANT HELLFIRE for yourselves!!!!!!!!!! It is not a ugly place.
HELLFIRE is HOT, because the more love and growth, the higher the vibration of soul (and
matter), "heaven" gets hotter and hotter in fact as the vibrations increased. A being form the
Central Universe is incredibly "hot".
COLD is the symptom of Darkness, not HEAT. This Baptist lady showed her COLD and then
some.
PONDER the ABOVE.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/18/2011 12:34 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 750944
United States
1/21/2011 10:56 AM

Copy and paste to archive:
Ok, lets look at this in terms of what we know for sure:
1. 2012 Winter Solstic will bring about a planetary alignment, the likes of which HUMAN's have
never witnessed.
THIS IS A FACT.
2. Planetary alignments CAN throw off gravitational forces, and wreak havoc on a planet and/or
solar system.
THIS IS A FACT.
3. There are, right now, very unusual planetary anomolies, extreme weather, animal deaths and
earth quakes as well as volcanoe's.
THIS IS A FACT.
So, with these 3 facts alone, what can we surmise from them. Well, I think it is safe to say that we
WILL see some sort of problems related to a Total Solar Alignment, I think we are already seeing
some effects of it as things begin to align. We just had a Lunar Eclips on the Winter Sulstic which
is something we will never see again, not in our life times.
It is safe to say that at the very least, people should plan for the worst and hope for the best. That
is just common sense. Does the Government know more than they are letting on, FOR SURE they
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do. Absolutely.
Quoting: 0311INFANTRYSIR 760857
Excuse me OP please explain the fact of 2012 at winter solstice? What planetary alignment are
you speaking of then? We have repeated all the same planetary alighnments over and over and
over, over time and none of them has destroyed this world. What planet is going to do this?
Answer this question and you are going to toss postulate #2 right out the door. Your only fact here
is #3 in that these things are increasing. But we have always had them too.
What is this TOTAL SOLAR ALIGNMENT of which you speak???? What is going to be aligned
then that will cause whatever you are expecting? And that lunar eclipse on winter solstice did
exactly WHAT? NOTHING, so what if you won't see another on in your lifetime? How is this going
to affect the world?
Sure the government knows more, you are correct, and they KNOW there is NO Nibiru. Is Nibiru
your "planetary alignment?"
Come of person, put on thy thinking cap, meaning your GOD thinking cap here.
If your "planetary alignment" is the galactic alignment spoken of in literature, that is not a planetary
alignment. It is this solar system being in the Milky way Ecliptic, which is galactic, and I have news,
we have been in it for over 4 years now. Our calendar is at least 7 years OFF, as Christ was born
in 7 BC, for starters, and how can you know if the powers accurately aligned the calendar used
with that of another ancient race which lived across the oceans far from ROME?
People you must consider these things in your thinking, and not just copy and paste false stuff into
your minds.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/21/2011 at 10:54 AM
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/21/2011 12:31 PM
ElusivePisces
User ID: 228818
United States
1/21/2011 12:25 PM
Thank you Nobody in Particular. Your threads are thought- provoking and interesting to say the
least. I find myself in agreement with most of the information you have shared with us.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 750944
United States
1/21/2011 12:32 PM
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Quoting: ElusivePisces 228818

Thank You.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 750944
United States
1/21/2011 12:36 PM

Ok does this person think the bright object is the dark star, and the dark spot the moon?????? the
bright object is STAR SHIP Venus. The dark object is not a moon of Venus, but it could be Planet
X, which again is NOT nibiru, but the old dark sun that drags us around Alcyone.

Alcyone is star that is 370 light years away. Not only that, it is part of the Pleiades cluster and only
about 50 million years old compared to the ~4 billion years for the Sun. The Sun does not orbit
Alcyone.
Quoting: Commutator

Alcyone is MUCH older than our sun. Scientists misunderstand the blue colors. The suns are blue
because they are ascended not because they are young. The planets around those suns are very
advanced too. Alcyone is the CENTRAL sun around which approximately 500 other suns rotate
besides the 7 sisters. It is quite large also. Our sun does indeed orbit it, which is the why behind
the 12 periods of the zodiac.
Our scientists are not dependable on their information.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/21/2011 12:44 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 750944
United States
1/21/2011 1:03 PM
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the fact that we are in the Photon Belt of Alcyone twice in every nearly 26,000 years IS PROOF
we orbit it. And also PROOF it is a central sun and much older than we are.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/21/2011 1:03 PM
Commutator
User ID: 904552
United States
1/21/2011 2:15 PM

the fact that we are in the Photon Belt of Alcyone twice in every nearly 26,000 years IS PROOF
we orbit it. And also PROOF it is a central sun and much older than we are.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

None of that is true. There is no "Photon Belt of Alcyone". We do not orbit it every 26,000 years.
Alcyone is part of a young cluster called the Pleiades. Those stars are much younger than the
Sun.
[link to www.naic.edu]
We can also show that the Sun cannot orbit Alcyone by use of Kepler’s law in general form tells us
that the period (P) of such an orbit of radius a should be
P=2 pi sqrt(a^3/G(M1+M2))
Where G is the gravitational constant and M1 is the mass of the Sun and M2 is the mass of
Alcyone. With the mass of Alcyone being 10 solar masses and its distance being 370 light years
and G being 0.0000000000667 m^3/kg/sec we can plug the values into the formula to find P, the
period, with a few conversions. One light year is 9,454,254,955,500,000 meters and the mass of
the Sun is 1,990,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 kg
a = 1,749,000,000,000,000,000 meters
(this is a highly eliptical orbit)
Gives a period of 380,000,000,000,000,000 seconds and with 31,536,000 seconds per year gives
a period of 12.6 billion years, the age of the universe for one orbit. Nowhere close to 26,000 years
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you claim. Gravitational influences from other stars would have knocked the Sun out of such an
orbit anyway. So the Sun does not orbit Alcyone.
Last Edited by Commutator on 1/21/2011 2:33 PM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 769489
United States
1/25/2011 8:25 PM

As this link demonstrates
[link to health.howstuffworks.com]
Post archived from this thread. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Memory is directly related to the physical brain, that is why doctors could lobotomize people to
erase their memories. So if you die, and somehow your spirit or soul lives on, how the heck would
you even have an identity...it would give me great comfort to believe i will be re-united with my
family in a Christian type idea of heaven when I die, but it doesnt seem feasible.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1231298

Your memory is stored on electrons used b your non physical mind, not your brain. If your brain is
mucked up, then it can't serve as the tool of your mind. Your soul IS your mind in fact. And your
mind survives death. It is the YOU. Not the brain or body.
The Christian type heaven is NOT understood. It is earned before you can go there, but
nevertheless your mind survives you. Heaven is a series of specially constructed spheres (BUILT)
not evolutionary like this sphere. YOu cannot go the the lowest of those until you have reached a
certain level of spiritual attainment, generally speaking. Although some are taken to the lower ones
on a space available basis at interims. You are given a new body there.
In fact when you pass this plain you look like you did during this life, because your mind includes
that part of your mind that runs your body, and thus a spiritual form made out of electrons will look
like you for this reason.
Your mind is non physical completely, but you store your knowledge, as an animal being on
electrons, and each electron can hold 3 gigs of information. YOu eventually as you clear karma
build a light body of photons, and photons store much more than the electron does.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 1/25/2011 at 8:22 PM
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i BYTE
User ID: 1244417
United States
1/30/2011 12:33 AM

OP, wow friend very good information! OP is anything written or researched on the other planet
destroyed by Nibiru? what or who they where? I was reading that other post about the dark jupiter
solar system thing and saw your post. wow you hit it all in the head my friend. I will be following
this thread thank you, GLP is awesome.
Commutator
User ID: 904552
United States
1/30/2011 8:40 AM

I have read much of Sitchin, god rest his BRAVE Soul. He KNEW these cycles of 3600 years and
he knew also if I recall correctly that we are NOT due for one now. My source of when Nibiru was
last here is the HOSTS of Heaven with whom I work, and this was also given by others to the
planets. Nibiru 2000 years ago is what became the story of the Star of Bethlehem that is on all
your Christmas cards each year.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
[link to www.sitchiniswrong.com]
Commutator
User ID: 904552
United States
1/30/2011 8:44 AM

I am? Scientists have discovered the "planet X" I describe above, and call it a dark body, a twin
sun, a brown dwarf, and related terms. It is KNOWN.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
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No such discovey has been made. There is evidence supporting the possibility of a large planet in
the Oort cloud but that is some 10,000 AU away. There is no evidence that it is in an eliptical orbit
and there is no way it is going to be anywhere near Earth in the next 50 years. Some 10,000 AU
away would, if coming toward the inner solar system, would take a million years to get here.
Mysterysoul
User ID: 927010
United States
1/30/2011 9:08 AM
I could of sworn Candace (nobody in particular) was Banned from GLP. ah well. Welcome back,
it's always enjoyable to read your threads. not for the "truth" they provide but the audacity on
which you provide it as fact without facts to back them up.
BTW Hows Jupiter?..still a sun behind our sun?...your starfleet still keeping that "ship" looking like
jupiter in good condition??
Commutator
User ID: 904552
United States
1/30/2011 10:05 AM

it was given a new orbit, which is some 3600 years long and takes it around both our Sun and a
another sun in Sirius.

You do know that Sirius is 8.6 light years away?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1167045
And your point?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The point is, if the Sun orbited Sirius the orbit would be no less than 80 million years, and mostly
likely greater, not 3600 years.
Last Edited by Commutator on 1/30/2011 10:06 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 832344
United States
2/2/2011 11:13 AM
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from a thread about honoring our King.
I am a child of God, through Yeshua the Messiah.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1113553
No, you are a child of God because you have a reasoning mind. GOD IS MIND. You are a part of
that mind. Therefore a child of God.
The one you label Yeshua, his birth name was Joshua Ben Joseph, which was the name for that
lifetime as son of Joseph. Now there are TWO who were here together 2000 years, using the
same body. One was Esu Sananda Immanuel Kumara, a very highly advanced christed being,
who then afterwards earned the higher title of Sananda, meaning One with God, because he
graduated from paradise, the highest heaven, and the center of the creation.
The other was Christ Michael, who is the Creator Son of our universe. He made his final bestowal
on this planet at that time and bestowed also on Pentacost, the Spirit of Truth (not the Holy Spirit,
but we allow that term because it is not understood anyway). He is also returned, separately so to
speak. He of course is a spirit being, (as is Esu as is myself also), He if the Creator of our
Universe, (there are 700,000 universes folks and more coming into being), and His "parents" are
the Universal Father and the Eternal Son. All universes have a Creator Son who is Father of his
particular universe. Now he is returned also USING A BODY so he can be visible, just as Esu is
here again using a body, (handsome he is too, ladies), just as I am here using a body. There are
many high spirit beings "incarnate" using a body on this planet right now, because it's such a
backward world and needs a lot of help. there are many invisible beings here too.
I have personally met Esu and Christ Michael, in his body he is using. They are aboard craft. I
have met quite a few others also here.
Now on this planet "God" means two things to people, one being the living force within everything,
and the other a "leader" or King. Will their is hierarchy and Christ Michael could certainly be
labeled "King" of Nebadon, but that's really not an appropriate label because he is creator of
Nebadon and much more than a King.
Esu is temporary visible KING of Earth. For about 1000 years or whatever is required and Christ
Michael will be here personally also as long as required. Christ Michael is both "king", of Nebadon
and of course as creator of Nebadon is everywhere present in Nebadon as his energy is in all
things of Nebadon.
He and Nebadonia,, (Mother spirit, daughter of the Infinite spirit and you can call here the Holy
spirit of Nebadon if you wish, since you don't have other terms available) are actually the creator
pair of our universe and they create all the angelic orders of Nebadon together, except Nebadonia,
creates by herself a number of the somewhat lower servant angels including the guardian angels.
Lower if quantitative because guardian angels ascend to paradise generally with the ones they
guard and are very high angels at that point. I am from Paradise having taken also the ascension
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journey to that point and Andrea my guardian angel also made paradise and she is here also with
me, we are eternal friends. She is also of course a high spirit being and is here also using a body,
as her work requires one. Not to so hard to understand I hope.

The creation is HUGE and most of it isn't even visible to us because of the both the distance, and
also because the Central Universe is in the way, just as we can't see planets when they are
behind our sun. the Central Universe is huge.
your goal in life is to GROW you mind in godly ways. Period. In a nutshell. If you desire eternal life,
you must earn it. believing ON jesus doesn't cut the mustard. Striving to be Like God the Father or
Like Jesus (christ Michael) of Nebadon, is your goal. Those seeking to Become Like the Father (of
the creation), must work at it. There is no magic. You are given guardian angels and others to
assist you along the way, help provide the experiences you need and the like. it is your angels that
often have helped you and you call them "God" did this for me. Your angels did it for you.
You also have a Father Fragment, every "new soul" with NORMAL Mind get's one on this planet
when they make their first moral decision. Usually around the age of 5 on this planet. Can be
earlier or much, much later.
That is the "holy spirit" most of you do not understand that you are being helped by. It is not 3rd
person trinity, but first person trinity, it is a piece of MIND from the FAther that comes to assist the
growth of YOUR MIND. This makes YOU a "faith son of God". After many lives, and lessons given
from the mansion worlds, if you are successful and make the final choice to take the ascension
journey to Paradise, you will "FUSE" your mind with This piece of God the Father's mind, and at
that time you are then a REAL SON of GOD.
Prior fusion your thought adjuster is on loan to you. If you reject eternal life, it leaves and will be
assigned to another.
YOU MUST CHOOSE ETERNAL LIFE. And it has to be earned. If you want to live in the higher
realms. Now those higher realms ARE HIGHER PLANETS. They are custom built by very
advanced folks. Before you reach paradise you will have lived on many of them along the journey.
After your life on earth, if you made at least 3rd circle spirituality, you will go to the mansion
worlds, the first level worlds of 'heaven". Actually they are not heaven in the fullest sense but they
are beyond this world and similar worlds. There are 7 of them in our "district" so to speak, and
when you graduate those worlds, you then live on the district headquarters, called Jerusem. There
are many more past this. You will then live on constellation worlds, then on the surrounding worlds
of Salvington, our universe of nebadon headquarters. The Salvington itself. when you graduate
Salvington, you are a spirit being. Then you go thru a lot of schools/custom planets, to make
Urversa the headquarters of our superuniverse, orvonton, of which the Milky Way is the core
galaxy. When you graduate Uversa you go to Havona the Central Universe which has 1 billions
highly custom worlds you traverse. Then you graduate those and obtain paradise and the Father.
At that point YOU ARE THEN a SON of GOD sitting at the Right Hand of the Father. OK. That IS
your goal, but not the last one, for eternity is a long time and you continue to learn and grow and
serve.
Currently, as a citizen of Paradise, I am on duty to the Ancients of Days of Uversa, to this planet. I
have returned also to serve with Christ Michael uplifting this world. I chose to walk the planet, so I
am incarnate here. This means I USE a Body I created by birth thru my parents. I am NOT IN this
body.
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that said not one of you is in your body either actually. YOU ARE NOT YOUR BODY!!!!!!! You are
your MIND. IT IS YOUR MIND THAT SURVIVES DEATH of your body.
IF YOU DESIRE ETERNAL LIFE, YOUR GOAL IS TO BECOME LIKE THE FATHER. The
FAther's WILL is that YOU BECOME LIKE HIM and he provides for a masterful education towards
that purpose. Getting baptized, going to church, believing ON jesus by whatever name you call
him, does not cut the mustard. Your actions cut the mustard. That is how it is. People never need
hear the name of Jesus to serve him. And he name was never Jesus anyway, Paul made that one
up.

Those who practice ISlAM have exactly the same choices as do you. Ditto any other dimwitted
religion on this planet. And by the way, there are in existance now about 5.6 TRILLION
evolutionary planets like this one. And there are about 3.8 MILLION evolutionary planets in
NEBADON at this time.
Earth is NOT the only planet with man upon it. And "man" comes in many forms besides this form
you are using. Depending on the nature of the evolutionary planet and the life that is seeded on it
by God's scientists, the Life Carriers, many forms are possible. There are horse people, dog
people, cat people, insect people, elephant people, bird people, and even PLANT PEOPLE. OK.
In fact, in that story of a craft shot down in Roswell, those were PLANT people in it. One survived
for a few years, he was labeled EBE. These plant people had come to earth to offer help with our
increasing problems of carbon dioxide. And if we failed as a civilization, because of our not getting
the carbon dioxide under control, they could have used the planet themselves. Ponder that.
Now hopefully you know something more about God and the eternal journey. The creation is
trillions of years old. Eternal life is trillions of years long. Ponder that one. You do not go to some
fluffy heaven to party with "jesus" for eternity. You are educated, changed into a spirit being over a
long process, and attain God the Father on Paradise and it's not done then, as you continue in
service all over the place. Service is WORK people. REad the Urantia Book, it will greatly
enlighten you. Thank you.
earth-issues
Earth-Issues.com
User ID: 1245407
United Kingdom
2/2/2011 11:14 AM

i would like to make the point.... as to date (that we know) NOBODY knows what niburu really is, if
its there (i would say 99% yes it is) but if it is we dont know if its responsible for anything...lol
Commutator
User ID: 904552
United States
2/2/2011 2:34 PM
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Quoting: earth-issues
You can't just want it to be there you have to have evidence. What evidence do you have to
support your assertion that Nibiru exists?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 757656
United States
2/8/2011 11:05 AM

archiving again.
A Brown Dwarf Star Explains So Many Unanswered Questions
LUCUS 2/8/11 4:35AM CST
[link to rabbithole2.com]
Have you ever asked yourself how scientists can know the composition of a planet that's orbiting a
star light years away, but yet, they can not come to agreement as to what causes ice ages right
here on our own planet Earth?
Yes there are various theories, but there is by far no type of "The World is Round" kind of
consensus about why Earth goes through cyclical warming and cooling periods like clockwork.
How about the fact that modern science can actually take an image of an atom but can't seem to
figure out how the ancient people of the world built such monuments as the Great Pyramid or
Tiwanaku.
We can go to the moon, but we don't understand gravity. Humans can bring living things back from
the dead, fondle an organism's DNA, and grow internal organs in a dish, but yet, we don't know
what caused the fall of all civilizations worldwide 3,600 years ago.
Have you ever pondered such questions? If you have, maybe you have come to the same
conclusion I have, that we are being taught NOT to learn such things.
In this article I am going to try my best to add the missing link to the equation that causes so many
unanswered questions. It all fits together nicely.
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Continues
Quoting: Floyd Anderson

it is not the brown dwarf that causes the cycles. It is the trip around Alcyone the central star of
which our sun is a member. Takes nearly 26000 years, and twice we are in it's photon Belt, LIKE
NOW. nearly every 13,000 years.
this particular trip thru the photon Belt is auspicious because it is also the trip the GOD ENERGIES
emitted by the Center of the Milky Way. It is the end of the Great Cycle of Alcyone and thus our
sun system, around the Milky Way.
there are a host of new energies coming in from that, (over 4 years now), that WILL cause GREAT
CHANGE in evolution in this area at this time. We are in a blast of God Particles, (100 of them
make up the electron, all sorts of rays such as new gamma rays man has not seen before, and
more, plus those photons of the photon belt. The God Particle is within everything, and it's going to
be heavily within EARTH now, including all matter. It will raise up this place.
The Brown Dwarf has nothing to do with this, with the exception it is the fulcrum of this solar
system, all solar systems have a brown dwarf (Planet X), that drags the whole solar system
around whatever it's central star is. it is NOT the destroyer of mythology on this planet. the
destroyer does come thru here periodically but it's not here now either, nor expected.
The destroyer is not Nibiru either. Nibiru was last here 2000 years ago and is on your Christmas
cards as the star of bethlehem. YES IT IS.
Nibiru is not here at this time, and will in fact NEVER be here again, because our Planet X, the
Brown Dwarf is being used to move our whole solar system into a new energy stream, as part of
the process of making this solar system and our planet, an eternal creation, as part of the
ascension PROCESS, which is NOT any magic wand but a gradual process. Soon those energies
from the Milky Way, those God particles will take hold within the matter of this planet, including all
the life upon it. It will be thus born into the eternal cycles.
Creator will have joined with this local creation.

VAEROSPACE
User ID: 1250636
South Africa
2/8/2011 11:09 AM
best alien technology intelligence data
[link to www.mediafire.com]
[link to www.freedrive.com]
[link to www.mediafire.com]
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 757656
United States
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Quoting: Commutator
Excuse me, I do happen to KNOW what Nibiru is. And it's NOT here. It is also confused with the
REAL VENUS, which occasionally is seen, plus our new Jupiter Sun now, also occasionally barely
seen, peeking out in the corona from time to time. I have not checked for that of late. IT is MY
purpose to get the real truth out there, in this time of confusion. I am an incarnate member of "star
fleet", which ARE the HOSTS FROM HEAVEN here at this time.
the Real Venus is IN OUR ORBIT and as part of orbital balance when two planets are in an orbit,
this is always to us on the other side of the sun. At some point in the future, mars might even be
added to this orbit, it's a possibility, as it is being Terraformed also, actually RE terraformed, since
it once bore an advanced civilization that destroyed the atmosphere playing weather war games,
same group of dummies trying to destroy this planet the same way too, that is why all the Haarps
are carefully babysat.
Sun Jupiter is kept also opposite us, in it's normal orbit, but obviously its transit is greatly speeded
up so it stays opposite the sun also. Everytime fleet brings it out into even the corona of the sun,
it's energies are too heavy yet, and it must stay behind the sun until its about time to undergo the
magnetic reversal, because it's presence otherwise will cause the magnetic reversal, before the
forces of God are ready for it.
Ye ones are seeing star ships showing holograms for "Venus and Jupiter"
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/8/2011 11:14 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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2/8/2011 11:27 AM

Quoting: i BYTE
I have seen ONE referenced somewhere in all the books I have or have read in bookstores and
left there. Not sure which one and don't want to dig thru my collection. My knowledge is more from
those I work with.
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I made this thread to archive some of my long posts I write. There was simply a completely normal
solar system, like ours around a Sirian sun. and battles between a couple of planets in that
system. When the sun was destroyed in that battle, the various planets drifted away. the surviving
planet, Nibiru was highly developed technically, and life on the inside of it survived. It was capable
to a degree of self propulsion and they were given a new circuit which goes around the remainder
of Sirius and our sun. By galactic law they must STAY in it, otherwise risk destruction. It is thus a
PLANET and not any 2nd sun. It's atmosphere/propulsion system does require gold which is a
huge reason they mine earth when here. Their technology is huge and they are thus in that sense
a "battle star" not unlike I think in a way the story in Star wars. But they have a fixed route, unlike
the star war story, and they are not an artifically built sphere, as is the one in star wars.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 757656
United States
2/8/2011 12:02 PM

another to archive from the comet Elinin thread, and as I was posting in it, I thought I was IN this
thread, so here it is to archive.

Personally, I'm more worried about the degrading of the magentosphere just in time for the solar
max. That's doomy enough for me.
Any shills, or experts want to clear that up for me?
Quoting: Thelemic Messiah quote from comet Elinin thread.

Again, I am the expert. I am star fleet ground crew and my organization is a partnership with those
on high. Mods here have made a mess of my profile etc, so google as suggested in my signature
file.

The magnetosphere will go down as part of the magnetic reversal temporarily. It is not bad that it
is degrading anyway, as it thus lets in the new energies that remodel this plane. it is not necessary
at all in fact. It is a prison fence that keeps lower life spirit forms ON the planet, and also the
heliosphere is a prison fence for the solar system, same idea. it will come down too in time as the
ascension proceeds

It is the firmament that came down during some galactic war that is protective to the planet,
regards the radiation. It is being rebuilt and fleet is using some of that shit in the chemtrails to help
the process, drawing it into the very high atmosphere to hold the water vapor. If they were NOT
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using some of that shit in the chemtrails, we would always be in a visible layer of dust. The taking
down of the firmament, caused those 40 days of rain and our oceans got bigger. Putting it back up
will uncover some land also.
It is also not the ozone that we need either, that is the result of the industrial age. the firmament
will protect us. Solar max is NOT here yet, because star fleet has not allowed it. The sun as it
responds and must release to the energies coming in, is "vented" to the back side not to earth.
Actually it is responding, in a sense the increase is vented so it does not hit us, except as we need
protons. If the protons are falling low we are allowed some coronal holes and CME's.
God is giving the last available time in this regard to the people of this planet to come back into the
light. it cannot go much longer. They have sone a few short periods of stasis of a day or so to
cleanse here some and work on cleansing of pollutants out of site at night too.

There is absolutely are marvelous plan so there is minimal suffering as the earth must go thru this,
and the thugs will not release the plan, they keep up the fear No comet is going to cause a FLIP in
march. If that is even possible it will be deterred. A flip is NOT what we need. Too drastic! The
forces from Heaven are here, have been heavily since 1954, but a few craft were sent before then
to prevent the 18 degree impending axis shift at the time. An axis shift caused a new equator, and
is pretty drastic. Man has been thus "saved" in that regard to be here NOW. They wanted this
internet up, it IS the gift of Christ Michael to this world.
Fresh Revelation for this age found in The Urantia Book, The Phoenix Journals, The Course in
Miracles and otherwise google candace frieze
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 757656
United States
2/8/2011 2:26 PM

here's another, boy the confused God stuff today being posted.

quote:A Voice In The Wilderness]
Jesus spoke of the resurrection during the 1,000 years to give everyone a second chance, but he
didn't speak of a third, fourth, fifth, chance.
Quoting: DGN

As much as you want to believe it, there is no resurrection DURING the 1,000 years. Revelation
20:1-5 talks about the Second Coming and the beginning of the 1,000 years. It is clear in those
verses that the resurrection of the righteous happens at Jesus' Second Coming and the Word calls
this the 'First Resurrection'.
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"For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and
with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:" 1 Thessalonians 4:16
"Marvel not at this: for the hour is coming, in the which all that are in the graves shall hear his
voice, And shall come forth; they that have done good, unto the resurrection of life; and they that
have done evil, unto the resurrection of damnation." John 5:28,29
It is clear that the first resurrection takes place at the Second Coming, and is for those who have
already been found righteous, while Revelation 20:5 shows us that the second resurrection takes
place AFTER the 1,000 years.
quote feature didn't copy right.
******************** my answer below. NIP
There are general resurrections roughly every millenium on earth. There was one in 1000AD too.
There were none during Lucifers reigh, as he allowed no one to leave the planet to go to heaven!
that is one reason there is so much reincarnation here.
Any soul that reaches 3rd circle mastery is allowed to go to the mansion worlds since the time of
Christ, thus if you are at least that level of spiritual development, you arrive on the mansion world
#1 within 3 days of your death. Anyone less than 3rd circle has to wait for a general resurrection,
which can occur anytime there is space on the mansion worlds for new comers.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/8/2011 2:28 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 902591
United States
2/8/2011 3:09 PM
OP, just how the hell do you know? Do you know anything for sure? NO, you don't!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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2/9/2011 10:43 AM

Chirstians, if you claim your god is the source of morality, and you god supposedly has perfect
morals that we cannot possibly adhere to, why are we being judged based on it?
It would be like holding someone who is mentally retarded responsible for something that they do
not have the capacity to understand, and punishing them accordingly.
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Why is your god so cruel as to play fucked up games like this?
quoted from another thread

the problem here is man is not ready YET for the teachings brought 2000 years ago. And by the
question "your god" my guess is you don't either.
man is generally retarded still, as a group. that is why some come to teach morals, but the
teaching of morals was mostly meant for the galactic thugs that were incarcerated on this prison
world.
Man learns by his experience. Morals are inborn in NORMAL genetics but some men here which
people think are aliens but resident on the planet created men without morals built in and then so
these ones don't go apeshit have to create churches to control them. Just a portion of the many
situations on this world.
At the same time these very churches gather mindless members and program them with alternate
personalities to use against this world on command. Doesn't seem to make much sense but that is
how it works. Beware anyone, men in particular who meet once a week for some sort of bible
study in the evangetlical churches and catholic churches. They may have alternate personalities.
God is two things to people on this planet big Boss of some sort, and that life which pervades
everything. They get it all mixed up.
There is hierarchy, composed of HUmans and angels. That is the big boss part I guess to them,
which they do not understand and after all it's not really been taught, except wait, it HAS. In the
Urantia Book! but this ones who do not think well and are lead by the blind, and those blind have
been mind controlled too, have been taught the Urantia Book was written by Satan! You would not
believe, well yes, some of you would, the looks of horror on their faces if it is mentioned or showed
to them I had a person run out of my house once in horror!
Get the thing, you might learn a thing or two about the hierarchy, "heaven" and The Father.
Christians don't even understand the Father in Heaven of Jesus AT ALL. PERIOD

Nobody in Particular (OP)
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Quoting: zephyr
well I don't know which ones you are looking at, but these are always craft, many servings as
place mats because our solar system is being moved, and the sky doesn't match the sky of many
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years ago. Others just putting on a show to cause people to ponder. since Stars are suns, it is not
normal for them to blink red and blue! Always craft. You will probably get wierd looks, but I have
found this successful with some, to start those from the heavens are always observing earth, and
to some it will be fine to state these are craft associated with the 2nd coming. there are some
people you cannot get past their programing, or their narrow minds, or their plain and simple,
simple minds, because they are very young souls Others are the robots who can not think outside
their programming at all.
I have found people in the summer when the weather is nice here out looking at the sky
sometimes and I ask, and they are noticing and if they are actually noticing those blinking stars,
paying attention, they are usually open to discussing it But if you ask someone to LOOK up there,
you will get denial most of the time, so let your efforts mainly be spent with those who can look
and talk about it.
These twinklers also cause some to remember from whence they came. The programming of the
little mind (ego) that comes with the body is so huge here, the higher mind has a lot of trouble
getting through, and even twinkling craft don't cut thru it sometimes.
I hope fleet will carry out more showings like the one in jerusalem where there are great numbers
of tourists. That one was much better than just lights in the sky that move abnormally. That was a
small craft delivering folks to the underground there, it was not over the Temple Mount. It has a
type of propulsion system using photons, which is the bright blast that was seen just a sec before
it blasted back up the waiting larger craft with red lights above. it was that blast off that really got
attention.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 902591
I know plenty for sure. If I am not sure on something I will make a statement to that. Besides my
own knowing, I have counsel above I can query to make sure I understand something correctly.
My main purpose in a nutshell right now, is getting correct information out there. Man is entering
4d, which is good, but he is not in a way ready for it yet, because the black operatives have been
so good at what they do.
this is supposed to be a dimension of arguing, but the blind are arguing with the blind. Which
doesn't work so well.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/9/2011 11:00 AM
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From a thread started today on how many Dimensions are there.: My post to it:
***************
As many as you wish. Dimensions and Densities are mixed up and not the same. Dimensions are
levels of Consciousness within Densities.
Densities are related to matter construction. All evolutionary suns, moons, planets and the and the
like, are first density. Having according to man 100 elements, but that is not quite right. Isotopes
are elements, not re arrangements of elements.
Planets and moons which are LIFE bearing, are 2nd density. Earth is thus 2nd Density. Same
number of elements. Evolutionary in nature.
Now the "mansion worlds" which I can't cover in detail here, but those that read the UB know what
they are, are 3rd density. They have double the elements and vibrate at a higher frequency. All the
worlds at this level are custom built and called "architectural spheres" in the UB. they are not
evolutionary.
Moving up, Jerusem and other system headquarters worlds are 4th Density. the Constellation
worlds and their spheres, are 5th Density. Melchezidek worlds are 6th Density, Salvington and
other local universe headquarters are 7yh Density.
Minor Sector worlds are 8th, Major sector 9th, Uversa 10, Havona 11 and Paradise 12th Density.
the Havona worlds have 1000 elements. The elements increase with Density.

Now Dimensions are levels of frequency of vibration of matter within the Density, based all the
consciousness of life. EArth is thus a 2nd Density Sphere, as above, and we are barely into 4th
dimension consciousness. When we "ascend" which is not understood, we will be 5th dimension
consciousness WE HAVE TO BUILD THAT PEOPLE< NO MAGIC WANDS, new agers!!!!!!!!
Earth will never be above 2nd Density, but dimensionally it can go to
2.9999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 etc. and so on
After WW 2 we were in the pits. If I remember correctly, about 1.8 or something like that, under
2nd dimension anyway. So that would be written as 2.18 2nd Density, 1.8 dimension, and Momma
was trying real hard to throw us off. Thus fleet came and prevented an 18 degree axis shift at that
time. Slowly we went up into 3 d. We keep backsliding a bit the 4d we should be well into, and it's
taking a lot of effort to keep us in 4d. all dimensions are earned. Right now we are lucky if we get
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over 2.41 for short periods.
When we do enter 5d, written as 2.5 the planet will have NO tilt. It will be straight up and down,
and we can't just magically waltz up there. WE have to create the BALANCE so the earth will be
straight up and down year around. Talk about some nice climate control from that! BUT also we
have to develop photon energy systems, because you see, our electron energy systems, will NOT
work. If we magically "ascended" right now, we would have NO LIGHT, and NO anything else that
runs on electricity. Throwing us back in to cave man days really quick. Which would create terrible
chaos, and there would go our 5d! Back to tilt again really quick.
the lower the dimensional consciousness, more tilt in general on evolutionary spheres . Now tilt
has nada to do with 3rd Density worlds on up.
Technology and mind reign there! Plus all those somewhat different elements added in.

EArth during the ascension process and forever afterwards will be having more experiences of
higher and higher dimensions, which are experiences essentially coupled with spiritual balance.
We get to have greater space travel, new technologies new healing etc etc etc etc. Got it??????
This should help, maybe anyway.........
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1223697
United States
2/10/2011 5:56 PM
OP, have you ever seen the movie "Multiplicity" ( [link to www.imdb.com] The real world doesn't
work like that. You don't just add some ooze to a human mold and out pops a real-live walking,
talking human, ok? Cloning works in the exact way producing real life works, in an egg or womb.
The way you think it works is like these clones have plastic bones, cherry-extract blood, cool-whip
cartilage, gummy-bear fat tissue, and chocolate poo poo.
At BEST your theory of Obama may make him an identical, like perhaps the current Paul
McCartney is (or may be), but there certainly is not a Star Wars cloning factory out there.. Not to
suggest cloning isn't happening, of all sorts of crazy experiments, but it's impossible, you see, to
make a human out of a physical human mold.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
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archiving. from solar flare thread.
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Imagine being caught driving when one of these large CME erupt. Vehicles would shut right off.
Not power steering and no power brakes. Would be disastrous. Or planes flying in the sky. Would
they just drop out of the sky? Think of all electrical equipment being knocked off by Extreme CME
eruption. This is the scenario they expect.
Quoting: El Quisqueyano

PLEASE, CME'S TAKE A FEW DAYS TO SHOW UP. THEY DO NOT CAUSE PROBLEMS
WHEN THEY ERUPT AND HOW THEY ARE WHEN THEY DO ARRIVE DEPENDS ON THE
SPACE CONDITIONS AND IF EARTH'S MAGNETOSPHERE WARDS THEM OFF OR NOT. SO
FAR THE CURRENT ONE HAS BEEN MOSTLY HELD AT BAY, AS PROOF BY THE AE
INDICES. WHY WOULD YOUR POWER BRAKES GO, HAVE THEY YET???? EVEN, EVEN
DURING THE LAST SOLAR MAX. MINE NEVER DID. THEY ONLY EVER WENT OUT WHEN
THE MASTER CYLINDER WENT OUT. NO THE PLANES WILL NOT DROP OUT OF THE SKY
EITHER, HAVE THEY YET????????????? DURING THE LAST SOLAR MAX.

PEOPLE WE HAVE A MASSIVE CASE OF THE BLIND LEADING THE BLING AND THEN THE
BLING STUDENTS FURTHER LEAD THE BLIND, CREATING MMORE BLING. AND THE
PROCESS IS SNOWBALLING. WEREN'T YEA ONES ALL WARNED ABOUT THIS ISSUE IN
YOUR BIBLE AND THE QURAN IN THE END TIMES? SO BE IT, YOU ARE PROVING IT
RIGHT. (BLING WAS A TYPO, I DECIDED I LIKED IT.)
IT IS THE X FLARES THAT CAN DO SOME OF THIS, AND THEY ARE PRETTY BRIEF. X
FLARES AND CMES ARE NOT THE SAME. X FLARES CAN AND DO MOSTLY OCCUR
WITHOUT A CME IN FACT. DITTO M FLARES, THEY USUALLY BUT NOT ALWAYS COME
FROM SUN SPOTS, OTHERWISE MAGNETIC FILAMENTS. THEY ARRIVE WITHIN MINUTES
AND BY THE TIME THEY SHOW ON THE CHARTS WHATEVER THEY ARE GOING TO DO IS
DONE, OR NEARLY SO. THERE HAVE IN FACT SINCE 0 UTC BEEN ONE M FLARE AND AT
LEAST 9 C FLARES AND YOU ARE ALL STILL FINE, ARE YOU NOT, NOT CRASHING
PLANES.
YOU ALL NICELY SURVIVED THE LAST SOLAR MAX AND WE ARE NOT IN SOLAR MAX AT
ALL. IT IS X FLARES OF A VERY HIGH NATURE THAT CAN FRY STUFF, BUT AT THIS
POINT, NO FRYING. AND YOU WON'T GET MUCH NOTICE ON THAT ANYWAY, BECAUSE
THE ARRIVE SO SOON. THEY COULD SERIOUSLY MESS WITH SATELLITES AND MUCK UP
YOUR GPS SYSTEMS, TV ETC. THE HUGE ONE IN THE 1800'S DID LITERALLY FRY SOME
TELEGRAPH LINES.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/18/2011 at 9:35 AM
Fabian10
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2/18/2011 9:57 AM
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Quoting: Commutator

Ahhhhhhh... Science, is not pretty???
But sadly enough, They don't even read your post, no one will try to debunk your calculations,
becouse they can't....
Is nice to read your replies....
Thank you Commutator, thank you so much!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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United States
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Archiving from [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
If the Fallen Angels Sinned by mating with the Daughters of man.....did Gabriel have GOD's
Blessing to seed Mary?
Quoting: AIANA
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Where did you read that Gabriel seeded Mary???
The Fallen Angels are with the Annunaki not the true God.
The daughters of man did not know it was not their husbands, they used technology to disguise
themselves.
Probably what happened when cain and abel were born of Eve. The Jealous "god" disguised
himself with tech to look like Adam.
Nephilim walk this world today, most don't know it.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1261460

It's basically an interpretation of scripture...some believe
it was by The Holy Spirit, and some believe it was by Gabriel sent by GOD. There are certainly
different views on the matter. But Gabriel came to both Elizabeth and Mary.
Another text claims it was Gabriel and that he was a distant
descendant of the Angel of Secret...Rasiel. Now, if this is true....what do we know about Rasiel?
Who was he...was he an Elect or Fallen? Good seed or Bad seed?
Now,is there a pure bloodline (human) that still exist today? Was it grafted back in? Lets just say if
it was, I think it would be Jesus siblings. Mary was chosen for her purity and Joseph was of the
Royal House (as well as kin). The blood of Mary and Joseph begot James, Jude and at least one
sister...wouldn't they be of pure human DNA? Well, then we would have to pose another question.
Was Mary's DNA pure?
Thats a good question, especially when one wonders too about the Mother of Mary....some
believe she too was visited by an Angel before conceiving.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1248324

People almost no ones understands what teh "holy spirit" is. First it means the thought adjuster or
Father MIND Fragment within your mind. It doesn't have a penis or DNA. so it could not father
Jesus.
2nd meaning, is the bestowal of SPIRIT OF TRUTH on this planet at pentacost, which is the
comfortor, and it is a betowal of photons loaded up with information for man to be able to access.
All information in life is stored in electrons or photons. Your own mind, while non physical, stores
all it knows on photons and electrons. Therefore the Spirit of Truth does not have DNA or a penis
either.

3rd meaning is Infinite Spirit, 3rd person of Trinity which is the source of evolutionary Mind thru the
Mother Spirits of each evolutionary universe. Mother Spirit of Nebadon doesn't have a penis either.
Nor DNA.
Gabriel, the chief executive does have DNA, spirit DNA as he is a being, and he donated it by
laboratory technique. The body of Jesus was created in a test tube using DNA from Gabriel as
father and an egg from Mary. The DNA of earth human could not bear the Soul of Jesus into this
world. OK. That's the whole story about the Conception of Jesus. Mary was a virgin at the time.
Angels of all sorts, meaning Spirit Beings created by the misunderstood God, do not have physical
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forms of the nature of ours. There are seraphim and related groups which do have bodies, but of a
different type than here and these are not reproducing bodies, no sex organs, no penis.
Anybody that came and looked upon the women of earth and mated with them were physical
beings, otherwise except to use laboratory methods they needed a penis of some sort. do we got
that now? Both male and Female DNa was needed to create the body that Jesus incarnated into.
And Jesus did indeed leave children on this plane. Christ Michael left at the crucifixion, (Creator of
Nebadon who shared the body with Esu, an advanced soul), The body survived the crucifixion,
and continued to be used by Esu. Esu Immanuel and Mary Magdalene had one child together.
They were separated at the time of the Crucifixion, mary was pregnant. She and others were put
on a board with out oars into the mediterranean, hoping that these ones would perish as sea. They
did not, the hosts of heaven saw to it, that they made it to France, where Mary M walked ashore
with SaRa who was born at sea, in her arms, and thus all the legends in France and Europe and
some of the story by Dan Brown.
Esu Immanuel eventually made his way to Kashmir India and put down roots there, and married a
local woman, after all he and Mary M had become separated, and they had 5 kids. The oldest was
male and his name Joseph. Joseph, after the death of Immanuel at around 115 years of age,
returned to the former grave and buried the writings by Judas who was Immanuel's best friend and
not the betrayer, and these were recovered in the 1960's. A priest was lead to the site, he
translated a lot of them that were still readable into the Talmud of Immanuel, published in German.
Also translated by another into English. the priest and all his family were murdered but the writings
were taken into the hands of the hosts who have returned with Jesus, and some of it translated by
Judas himself, who is part of the return, into English from the Aramaic he once wrote them in. You
can read that translation in Phoenix Journal #2, "And they called his name immanuel". Jesus was
never known as Jesus, Paul made that one up later. His friends the "apostles" called him
Immanuel. And that name has been left to some degree in the bible.
As I have said the incarnation into the specially created body, was of two folks. And actually they
were not IN the body, as spirit beings cannot be IN a body, the photon form would "evaporated"
the physical body. Christ MIchael the creator Son left, and returned to sit temporarily at the right
hand of the father and make plans for his return he promised. Esu continued on as above.
BOTH are returned by Craft, I have met them ON CRAFT and IN my home. I know of what I
speak. So be it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
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Re: I'm considering becoming a vegetarian..should I? Quote [+] #
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there is plenty of b 12 in any cultured vegetarian food. By vegetarian, do you mean "vegan" or do
you intend to eat eggs and dairy. You will get more than enough from that. as to b12, if one is
going to get it from animal food, one serving of meat a MONTH is enough. if you aren't going to
eat a lot of cultured foods, you can take it your vitamins.
The pros are it's much healthier for you body, and for most, vegan is best but some people need
some cholesterol due to their genetics as they may need some to make their cortisones especially
in times of stress and you can get that from organic free range eggs.
Dairy in fact is not healthy for most, due to the phosphates in it. excess phosphates in the diet are
the leading cause of ordinary arthritis. I am a picture book case of that. READ labels and don't buy
foods with phosphates added to them and keep your dairy, if you use it, low. and only from nicely
raised animals.
By becoming as close to vegan as you can get, sometimes in restaurants it's hard, or if you need
an egg now and then, does a great deal for your health and the health of the planet. Food animals
are raised in horrid conditions of enslavement and care. The food animals eat far more per found
in their lives as humans do, and this is a terrible waste of resources on this planet. You would not
believe the water alone required to bring you a hamburger. This planet is designed for only some
many physical beings that shit and pee on it, and even the plants can overdo it actually, if not kept
in balance.

Please become vegan if you can, and if not be very careful of which diary and eggs you use and
how much.
Anybody with heart or vascular disease, or cancer etc, should immediately go on the RAVE diet. it
is completely vegan and you cannot consume junk foods on it, only whole foods with a huge
quantity of quality colored planet foods. If you have clogged vessels, you must not use any oils on
it and keep the nuts and oily foods low, so you burn the shit out of your arteries. People going on
this diet have gotten over all sorts of cancers, from the improved circulation and immune system
function.
Please see the movie EATING. Some PBS channels show it and it's available to purchase. It will
be one of the most important investments in time and money you can make.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 2/19/2011 at 2:17 PM
Fabian10, if you post your incorrect stuff in this thread again,, I will ban you. permanently from my
threads.
Jamesbo
User ID: 1267654
United States
2/26/2011 12:04 PM
Candace - what or who caused the firmament to go down causing the great flood? Was it induced
by Nubiru-Anunnaki? By an asteroid e.g. The one that hit Greenland some 13,000 years ago?
Also UB states we need a thin ozone layer, that if any thicker would be harmful to humans. Your
insight and continued contribution is very much appreciated, especially the guest appearance of
late.
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Thank you
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 841362
United States
2/26/2011 1:49 PM

I am merely posting to this to get the material about Planet X in front of people again. Please read
my first post. Fleet will not allow any comets, or any other destroyers at this time to come in to
harm the planet, so you can all rest easy on that one.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1267654
United States
2/26/2011 3:53 PM
Quoting: Jamesbo 1267654

I understand that part, no concern about Nibiru coming, I read your explanation(s). I seek to
understand:
1. The asteroid that hit Greenland, natural or directed would have caused such a flood. The
firmament take down however feels more like it was forced out by some galactic battle. This
corresponds to final takedown of Atlantis as well.
2. I can see how the Magnetosphere would be our veil and once Monopolar if it goes away then
my guess is we would need our firmament back in place.
3. Ozone reference to UB - does it go completely away or does it get rightsized?
Thanks for any of your fine clarity you are able to provide at this time. I have worked a lot to be a
coming resource to helping people understand our history and what to expect.
I have read and understand and appreciate what AH has provided. You set such a good example
for many.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1131995
United States
3/1/2011 11:16 AM
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just archiving again. From todays thread [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]

Re: Global warming is not only not a hoax, but it is going to end life as we know it within the next
FEW years (don't believe me? then READ THIS) Quote [+] #
Well OP thankyou. I only skimmed your first post to your thread, (by the way, a thread is a
discussion, a post, is made to a thread, I am sure somebody else fixed you up on that detail, as I
haven't read the thread either, waiting on the coffee to hit and I am in a terrible mood today, but it
is true as I myself have posted repeatedly that we have major shit going on that is man caused, in
addition to being in the photon belt and the stream of energy coming from the Milky Way.
We have hugely destroyed our world and she IS fighting back. If our stupid governments had
agreed to open contact with Star fleet ( the hosts of heaven lead by JESUS), we would be solving
these problems long ago. But they did not cooperate and man has not cooperated it. Open
Contact would have started with President Kennedy who had been taken to personally meet
JESUS. Imagine that, a Catholic man probably long misinformed by his own church, having that
experience. when the man got into office he SAW all the corruption he did not know about prior to
then. And he worked to clear it, which included getting rid of the Federal Reserve and getting back
on Treasury created money backed by silver. Remember those paper money bills, that said,
SILVER CERTIFICATES on them. Mine were stolen long ago during a burglary of my home, wish I
still had them.
The day Kennedy was murdered he was going to tell the world about our visitors from God. Well,
we suffer to this day for the decisions made on our behalf by the thugs that run this world. so be it,
it's going to get worse in fact.
I do not understand why people do not see the pollution. Christians see it sometimes but they don't
care you see, because after all, God is going to destroy this world anyway, so why should they
care? The fail to see, they are God incarnate on this plane, and have they themselves assisted the
destruction of this world, go figure on that one.
we enough lecture, surmise to say our core is heating from the Photon belt and certain earth
activities, and so it goes. and man, even here fails to give a shit about it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1131995
United States
3/1/2011 11:42 AM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1267654

Ok, I haven't visited here on this thread for a bit, I will answer the questions within the two quotes
above.
The firmament was taken down by the anunnaki, basically war against God for this planet, also
their method of controlling population, which they have also done by disease at various times in
our history. Such as when 1/3 of the population in europe by, shoot, headache, etc in the way this
morning, the disease then carried by rodents, best I can do. There was an effort to destroy a lot of
life forms on purpose. mess up the chain of evolutionary mind growth. There are now lots is
missing steps. Which will be corrected by a massive effort by geneticists here to do that. WE have
a lot of out of balance life forms which will also be removed, probably many have already.
On the Greenland asteroid, that is a story I have not heard! I have heard on the two moons we
used to have brought down intentionally.
We have needed the ozone without the firmament, but it's not so good. The UB also had to keep in
step with some beliefs on this planet, too much information overwhelms (well it does some people
who try to read it), and also there is a need to get it published which means it has to agree with
existing beliefs in certain areas. We will not need the ozone at any rate when the firmament is up
and the elite WANT it, because it blocks energies coming in we really need now, but perhaps were
not ready for at the time of the UB. It is blocking the good stuff, the new stuff. Those living where it
is thin are not having problems of any sort from excess radiation of the wrong kind. This is
because with the sun changes as part of all of this, it's radiation is changed. Our atmosphere
offers actually more protection than does the ozone layer. That great flood story does suggest just
how much water WAS up there, and as it is replaced, we will have more land space actually and a
less ocean.
Do you have a link about the Greenland asteroid?
As to the final takedown of Atlantis, or at least a lot of the takedown, as it went down in stages
over a long period of normal earth changes too, it was pretty old, the thugs were attempting to
bring a moon down on eastern Asia, China in essence, there was war between the two, and they
either miscalculated, or some one above changed the direction, and it came down on the very
folks trying to bring it down on china. The earlier of the two moons was brought down on Lemuria
by Atlantis, so I guess they got their karma.
The UB leaves out all this history, on purpose, it's already too large, and man was not necessarily
ready yet to understand this planet has long been colonized by others, besides the natural
evolution. UB covers the natural evolution, not that from colonization. The animals with pouches in
Australia like the kangaroo, were brought here by the yellow and black people from another plant,
which was over crowded and had space travel so they moved and brought some of their animals
and plants with them. These yellow people set up in south eastern asia as it existed at that time, (
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well over 1 million years ago) and the blacks in Australia, again, as it existed way back then. They
eventually blended, along with some other developing peoples to become the Arab race now.
Plus I imagine the arab peoples also have some genetics from the Hebrew people, who colonized
also from another planet, called Hibri or something like that, I can't remember. Actually that race
was started by only 3 survivors of a crash in western russia about 14,000 years ago and they
migrated south, a man and two women, who refused to inbred with the local folks who were
inferior in evolution at that time. so there you see some of the stories in the bible a bit.
Our magnetosphere is essentially a fence to keep lifeforms not embodied on the planet. And the
heliosphere also is a fence. Both coming down because we are at the end of a Great Cycle,
around the milky way. Actually yesterday I made a post to the UB thread around that, a question
asked by someone who was curious if the UB statement on when life implanted here was correct.
This is the link to the UB thread.
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com] The conversation would be likely on page 8 from yesterday, I
haven't check there yet today to see what has gone on.
Thankyou so very much for your supportive comments. And by the way, there will be another UB,
part 2 which will cover what man needs to know a bit later, including all that galactic war history of
this planet. We will tell it all in the future. At least a decent summary of it all.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/1/2011 11:44 AM
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1131995
United States
3/1/2011 11:51 AM

Quoting: somedude1

I have read most of Sitchin, I have no problem with it, but the timing on Nibiru is WRONG and I
don't remember, because it was years ago I read his books and I don't own them about what he
suggested as to any times. His research was excellent, being that he knew the language.
It WAS here 2000 years ago. christians call it the Star of Bethlehem. The return of Nibiru at that
time, was one of the reasons for the timing of the Christ Michaels bestowal in fact. The Nibiruans,
anunnaki were going to restart time on their doing at that time, because they planned the final
ownership of not only earth, but the solar system.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1131995
United States
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3/1/2011 11:58 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1223697

Until 2005, there were cloning factories on this earth, reptilian run initially, nothing new, but then
man of the surface obtained the ability. initially the russians were way ahead of the US of A. There
were at least 27 Jimmy carters, the result of US of A experimenting, they had a lot of trouble
getting it "right."
Cloning is common in "heaven." that is how you get a body when you arrive there, or return to
there. These ones don't work on the higher custom built spheres at all. The current Paul McCarney
is a look alike that underwent surgery to help make him look more that the original and he is I
believe quite a bit shorter, or maybe it's taller, I don't remember. Lots of games can be played.
When people are "resurrected" to the mansion worlds, it is the soul that is resurrected and the soul
provides a pattern (hologram) for the new body which is made in about 36 hours. These bodies
you are given on those worlds are not reproducing bodies. There is no womb thusly. You are not
born into "heaven'.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1131995
United States
3/1/2011 12:09 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1011642

I have no buddies called Casper, Poof and the like and NESARA was dead years ago now
which we did cover. What Casper, Poof et all cover has nothing to do with my work and is
illegal in fact. ALSO THE ANNOUNCEMENTS SUGGESTED BY CASPER ET ALL HAVE
EXACTLY NOTHING TO DO WITH THE ANNOUNCEMENTS FLEET IS PLANNING, THERE IS
NO RELATION WHATSOEVER
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/1/2011 12:11 PM
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Jamesbo
User ID: 1267654
United States
3/1/2011 1:00 PM
RE: Do you have a link about the Greenland asteroid?
Thank you the reply. A former ASU Astronomer-turned-Astrologer associate of mine told me about
the Greenland research based on the fact that they found both a large amount of nanodiamonds
and Iridium - both supporting evidence of an asteroid impact aroun 12,900 years ago. The
timeframe caught my attention as possible overlay material to support timeframes of the
aforementioned events.
The research data on the Greenland asteroid theory remains contested however, the presence of
nanodiamonds that require very high heat/compression along with deposits of Iridium together
form very good evidence to support the claim.
Other research points to an possible impact that may have occured off the Carolina coastline. To
Quote "The theory is that either an asteroid or a comet entered Earth's atmosphere at an obique
angle from the northwest, exploded into three large fragments from atmospheric friction (smaller
pieces of all sizes also raining down), finally striking the waters of the North Atlantic and the
Caribbean, creating three gigantic craters in the ocean floor. The two largest impacts would have
occurred just to the west of Atlantis."
Thus, I turn to you as one who has "better batphone" confirmation resources, that you might be
able to help verify these findings upside the dates around the AnuNNaki attack resulting in the
takedown flood of the firmament.
For more information:
[link to www.sciencedaily.com]
[link to www.sciencedaily.com]
[link to www.atlantisquest.com]
Thanks again; please see what your sources can clarify.
Cheers, J.
PS - I am glad to help with your continuing efforts.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1138063
United States
3/2/2011 5:43 PM
In the schools created after stasis, we will simply teach the TRUTH. This will be given accurately
to the planet. Yes there is evolution, but it is not spontaneous as taught here. Planets ARE seeded
with life and it does GROW and EVOLVE, until there is eventually GOD MIND produced out of the
process.
It is both more and less than "survival" of the fittest. There are scientists of God who undertake the
seeding of planets with life. Life is also transported to planets from other planets, that is where the
Pouch animals like the kangaroo came from, brought here by colonists from other worlds.
Evolution theories fail to take into context, colonization. We even got some of our viruses here
from meteors that carried them from blown up worlds.
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We are currently NOW in the Milky way Ecliptic, which we are in every 57 million years or so.
Evolution will take a GIANT LEAP during this time. Many animals will stand up to walk in
fact. Then also take into account what man himself contributes with his own selective breeding
and then genetically modified stuff. Remember the disasters of Atlantis on that one.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Walking Gorilla reported by MSNBC:
[link to www.msnbc.msn.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1138063
United States
3/2/2011 5:50 PM
Now Planet X that scientists ARE seeing, and don't know what it does, never does come thru the
solar system. It is a dark body that balances our sun, and it also serves as the tool by which our
solar system is dragged around Alcyone, our Central sun every 26000 years or so. All solar
systems have a Planet X, which our scientists are labeling a "dark dwarf" and similarly.
This planet X IS what pulls solar systems around their larger Central Stars such as
Alcyone. Our Sun is a part of Pleiades and NOT sirius as some like to suggest. There are about
500 Suns which journey around Alcyone and not just the 7 sisters.
Nibiru did NOT cause a pole reversal or axis shift when it was here 2000 years ago. Our being
here in great numbers with this technology now is proof of that.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-NH5yK3ZN54&feature=player_embedded
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 732408
United States
3/5/2011 12:46 PM

Archiving posts from this thread. [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
ME: Actually, only a small number of people evolved on this planet, and from a race that split from
the ape/monkey family.
however, most of our forms are from colonization from other planets, there were humans here in
the time of the dinosaurs. The black and yellow races, came from a single overpopulated planet
over 1 million years ago, the yellows settled in what is now south eastern Asia, the Blacks in what
is now australia and these two races brought the kangeroo type animals with them. They later
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intermingled along with earth races which created the modern Arab.
If we came from the BABOON or MONkeys, OR great apes of any sort, then why are THEY still
baboons, monkeys and great apes? Ponder this one carefully. OK.
***************** Post below by OP of thread.
1st - I was just trying to make a joke about people who wear baggy/saggy jeans, they look like
idiots.
2nd - We didn't come from Monkeys, but evolved from a species that split, which is why we still
have Monkeys/Apes. We are "cousin" species. Ponder this carefully, why does the Rat, Squirrel,
and Beaver all belong to the Rodent order? They are "cousin" species as well.
**************
ME again: thankyou, since I did NOT review your links, I didn't get this was a JOKE. Maybe I
should return to your post, but nevertheless, YOU ARE CORRECT reguards the split. But still
many also came from the process of migration from other worlds.
The split in nicely covered in the Urantia Book, paper 62 section 3, The mid Mammals. Pages 703704
A superior set of twins was born, over 1 million years ago, and also an inferior set. The superior
set, set the stage for the development of man. The inferior twins set the stage for the currently
inferior strains of apes and monkeys etc.
Interested folks can find the Urantia Book Online at www.urantia.org.
You will also thus enjoy
the first human family, Paper 63 but first read paper 62 above, the final section of it leads to the
story in paper 63
************

Another poster: With all due respect, there is no proof of any of this. All species DO evolve, but not
in the way we are taught. The fact of the matter is, the theory of evolution is just that, a theory. We
do not have a CLUE as to how life occurs and forms. We do not know where it begins or how it
evolves. We do not know how is started. We do not even know how the universe began and where
it all came from. We think we have a good idea, but we don't.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1258659
************
ME: With all due respect, some of this information HAS been gifted to earth. Planets when ready
to host life are SEEDED with life by scientists from the misunderstood HEAVEN. The basic
understanding and journey of life development on earth has been given in the Urantia Book. OP's
comment, bolded above by me is quite correct.
We are currently in those predicted energies coming from the Center of the MIlky Way. These
energies include several types of gamma rays plus the God particle, that will greatly JUMP
evolution on this planet. This planet was seeded roughly 550 million years ago and given 2 trips of
roughly 225 million years around the Milky Way for life to mature to a certain level on this planet.
We are currently now at the END of those two trips. During a trip around the Milky Way, we
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receive these energies 4 times. So it's 8 times now, and that is WHY some scientists are
observing massive jumps in evolution periodically in the earth records. GAIA, our planet mother is
as part of this, now a fully self conscious individual in her own right, and the ascension that is
being covered is HER own ascension into the light. Man is invited to partake with her, but sadly
only about 1 billion will continue on the planet, having fulfilled at least 51% repayment of karmic
debt. Man who is staying will experinece massive growth, as will all of life and matter upon this
world, because there is a unusally large component of God particles coming in. Shortly because of
this, Creator is actually entering THIS creation, our whole solar system in fact, thus the
"ascension." It's a very special time.
Jamesbo
User ID: 1267654
United States
3/8/2011 11:26 AM
We are currently in those predicted energies coming from the Center of the MIlky Way. These
energies include several types of gamma rays plus the God particle, that will greatly JUMP
evolution on this planet. This planet was seeded roughly 550 million years ago and given 2 trips of
roughly 225 million years around the Milky Way for life to mature to a certain level on this planet.
We are currently now at the END of those two trips. During a trip around the Milky Way, we
receive these energies 4 times. So it's 8 times now, and that is WHY some scientists are
observing massive jumps in evolution periodically in the earth records. GAIA, our planet mother is
as part of this, now a fully self conscious individual in her own right, and the ascension that is
being covered is HER own ascension into the light. Man is invited to partake with her, but sadly
only about 1 billion will continue on the planet, having fulfilled at least 51% repayment of karmic
debt. Man who is staying will experinece massive growth, as will all of life and matter upon this
world, because there is a unusally large component of God particles coming in. Shortly because of
this, Creator is actually entering THIS creation, our whole solar system in fact, thus the
"ascension." It's a very special time.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

btw, your comment about the baggy jeans was a good laugh, I agree.
I imagine the WAVE will come as some sort of alignment of forces, Photon belt, Milky way center
rays, and now that central sun frequency fences are coming down, perhaps we are now in clear
shot position for that great God breath. Perhaps even our binary dark body has some keylineup in
there as well. When it is all in alignment, wave happens.
Then, interval of non-time and all that it brings.
Is that how you see it too?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 775294
United States
3/15/2011 3:32 PM
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1138063

Interesting Video but no dice, because the proof we orbit it, is the following of the annual parade in
the night sky. And our Sun does orbit Alcyone, thus taking Earth and the other planets of the
journey. The seasons of the planet are based mostly on the changing tilt.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 775294
United States
3/15/2011 3:53 PM

ARchiving from this thread: [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Someone recently asked me this question.
"May I ask whom do you say that Jesus of
Nazareth is?"
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1012325

This was my reply:
Hi Friend, To me, Jesus, or Yeshua Bar Yosef, was a Great Gnostic Teacher and Rabbi , A
married man to Mary Magdalene, and a Wonderful Father, He broke the rules to the establishment
and pointed out the hypocrisy of the High Priests who were allowing Prostitutes on Temple
grounds and greedy dove sellers who jacked up prices. The High Priests made sure he didnt
teach any more Inner Esoteric Mysteries nor get away with pointing out their corruption so they
crucified him.
He was chosen by God for this Mission.
A Masonic Secret was recently revealed publicly that he was born in August in 8 BC as a Leo.
888 is Messiah in Gematria. He was the Messiah of that time to refine Gods Physical Temple.
Quoting: PHOENIX CODE. (ALPHA OMEGA)
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Well they were not married for long. After the Crucifixion, ( he did NOT die), he walked out of the
grave and made his way over some time to Kashmir. On the way, in syria he put a stop to saul's
antics of chasing him by blowing up fireworks that blinded him temporarily. He was separated from
Mary M for her safety, and shortly anyway, she and others were put on a boar minus oars and set
out to see to perish, but those ones survived and Esu's and Mary's child was born at sea, and
carried safely ashore in France, a little divine help got them there. The daughter was named
SaRa, (saw raw).
He married a local woman in Kashmir, put down his roots there, traveled and taught the region
extending into central Asia etc, had 5 kids and died at about 115 years of age. His best friend
JUDAS who was no the betrayer at all, accompanied him along with his Mother and others. Judas
kept records, some of which were lost, some recovered. Esu (Jesus)'s son Joseph placed the
records after Esu's death back in that old grave and they were recovered I think in 1961, maybe
1965. Some were translated into German, as the Talmud of Immanuel. And from German into
English. You might be able to find a version someplace, its out of print though, as far as I know
anyway.
Otherwise, the translation is much better and made by Judas himself from the Aramaic to English,
in Phoenix Journal #2, And the Called His Name Immanuel, I am Sananda. It's on
www.fourwinds10.com, and on my site, abund@nthope.net Do change that @ to an "a: when you
type it into the address bar.
And by the way, he was born Aug 21 as reported in the Urantia Book. Teh PJ's said August 20,
and it was decided over one day to accept the UB version as more accurate.
He was and is a good buddy of "God", Christ Michael and part of the Kumara family who has long
been trying to save this solar system. Sanat is Esu's "real father" from Lyra. Mother Mary was
played 2000 years ago by ANNA his Wife.
And that crappy TV movie "V" used the name Anna for the bitch from anunnaki hell, for exactly
that reason.
By the way, Anna is pronounced Ah Nah.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 775294
United States
3/15/2011 4:05 PM

Archiving from: [link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
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And ITS NOT JUPITER ANYWAY, ITS A CRAFT PEOPLE. I KNOW< I got to watch it shut it's
lights off 1 1/2 years ago now, and turn them back on and dim and brighten and move around. I
have seen it move many times, and a fellow GLPer recently watched it move and make the shape
of the cross when it did. IT"S NOT JUPITER< therefore whatever those images are, upon
magnifying are not moons of Jupiter either.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

You are the first person to account for this idea which has consumed me for the past year.
I witnessed a Saturn-like craft move into position and stop in a linear decelerating fashion. The
date was 4-20-2010 at approx 7:30PM CST. The object was observed locked in position with the
stars for the following months. Object was as Saturn would look edge-on with the rings, or, a
sphere with a bar thru the center. The object was viewed in my spotting scope and looked very
"holographic". Never was it observed to twinkle or flicker or have any discernible atmospheric
distortion. The object was viewed thru my scope by my family and friends, including a licensed
pilot, an engineer, and a lab microbiologist (people who know what things look like thru optics).
None of us could fool ourselves enough to accept it as Saturn, even if I had not observed it moving
into position.
I contacted the local astronomy teacher who was participating in the NASA (THEMIS) Mission.
Disappointingly but expected, after weeks of correspondence, I couldn't even get her to look at it in
the sky.
Funny thing is that it showed up in the sky just about where Saturn was to be. Funnier yet, that
was also the day of the "BP event", made the connection weeks later.
So, "Nobody in Particular", you have my attention. Now tell me more!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1297870

Well all I know, is, but not when, Saturn is next. If they are working on it, it would also be set at a
speed to keep it behind the sun, because something like that should not occur otherwise. Jupiter
was also locked behind the sun sometime before the work to make it a sun, just in case. Still there
too, as I said. I have not asked on the timing of Saturn at this point, I will now. Glad YOU
NOTICED This. I am booking this thread, this page, just just for your post.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 775294
United States
3/15/2011 4:14 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1138063
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thankyou. Sadly, when I went to watch the video, it no longer runs, except the 20 second
commercial!
I wonder if raccoons since they can stand and run on their hind legs and have hands will be
amongst those that walk more too. I saw a cute film, on TV, it was on that show, shoot, can't
remember the name, but people submit funny films etc, where a raccoon got into a picnic basket
and stole something and ran off on it's hind legs. Until that, I ddin't realize they could run on their
hid legs. we have then where I live, and I see them stand, but not run that way. Same coon was
also on the back of the family dog, scratching it's ears! cute anyway.
On many planets, whoever wins the evoluntionary race, walks. This planet was seeded to produce
this body type, but we also had huge colonization.
There are many types of bodies that "win". that is why there are insectoids, horse people, (I know
in my head from memory someplace, what these ones look like_, reptoids, even an "onion" looking
people with several legs, elephant people, PLANT people. Etc. It was "planet people" that were
taking down at Roswell, you know the one that survived called EBE. These would evolve on
planets with high CO2 content etc. What is seeded and waht develops is based on the
atmosphere, gravity and other features of planets.
Anyone interested can go to www.urantia.org and read paper 49 for a basic summary.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/15/2011 4:28 PM
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1287329
United States
3/15/2011 4:18 PM
OP might be a little crazy guys
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 775294
United States
3/15/2011 4:30 PM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1287329

I am quite UNCRAZY guys. it is the nature of this planet to call star seeds crazy, so be it.
Last Edited by Nobody in Particular on 3/15/2011 4:30 PM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 892133
United States
3/17/2011 2:21 AM

ARCHIVING THIS FROM ANOTHER THREAD, THIS IS MY POST.

I have never understood how people put themselves thru this ritual at all. The church stuff on
sunday. I was drug thru it as a kid, I spent summers in bibles schools all over the town I grew up
in, and always I could not stand this stuff. this is not of God, this religious stuff, ever, on any
planet, it's is always the work of the antichrists.
I understand social needs and in my small town, most of it was social, but I have never ever sat
thru a single decent sermon in my life. Quite a number of years ago, for purposes of study, I
visited a lot of churches around me and pretended to be a member of a smaller congregation
which was one of the newer evangelical groups and I was absolutely appalled. For 5 months. I
was trying to understand what draws people to this and at this point I still have NO IDEA WHY.
Except the mind control by the antichrist in all of them is well polished.
Where are your minds dear ones that god gave to you? This stuff is not of God. God did promise
to return at the end of this cycle we are now in, and he promised the WORD once again, those
words in books you know and still you ones go on with the most silly of stuff and then you all think
I a stilly and possessed and all the rest and continue to tell ME I am going to burn in hell.
Dear ones, there is NO HELL as you believe it. Creator CREATES he does not destroy. Man
always brings that on himself on all planets in these galactic underworlds. And you will stay on
these galactic underworlds until you grown up and many of you will not be staying on this galactic
underworld, because it is going to become a "heaven world." Nobody moves to the next grade in
god's schools, until you pass the current grade and so many have not passed.
It is about your SERVICE to OTHERS, willfully given out of love. it is about growing your mind in
knowledge. It is about leaning from your mistakes and thus growing in wisdom from your
experience. It is not about believing ON a man, no matter how advanced a soul he was.
So many of you have done so much damage in pushing your hatefull vengeful hell fire stuff. What
is CREATIVE about that? I just spent time posting in another thread where one was told he was
mocking god, when there was truth told.
Do you realize that your belief systems MOCK GOD? You are still lacking the idea that God is
WITHIN YOU! YOU ONES ARE GOD! So when you take yourselves into the gutter, guess who
goes with you? When you serve others with heart in good ways, there also you take god. YOU.
EVerytime some country or peoples or cultures gets into some trouble, you are the first ones that
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point out that God is punishing them in some way. I have seen enough of that with Japan already
here.
GOD IS WITHIN YOU. GOD IS MIND. YOU ARE OF GODS MIND, AS HIS CHILDREN AND YOU
SEE IT NOT. YOU GO SO FAR, SOME MANY OF YOU, TO PUT ISRAEL ABOVE
YOURSELVES, ALL THE WHILE CALLING YOURSELVES GOD'S CHOSEN BY USING THE
TERM CHRISTIAN, AFTER CHRIST. WHERE IS THE LOGIC IN THAT.
YOU MUST KNOW PEOPLE BY THEIR FRUITS. THE PEOPLE THAT ESTABLISHED ISRAEL
STOLE IT FROM THE PEOPLE THERE. THERE WERE NEVER FROM ISRAEL TO RETURN
TO ISRAEL. THEY MADE ALIE AND YOU BELIEVE IT AND PUT THEM ABOVE YOU AS
MAKING THEM GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE.
THE WORD JEW WAS CREATED IN THE 1700'S BY THE KHAZARS WHO CHOSE TO ADOPT
WHATEVER RELIGION IT WAS FROM PALESTINE IN 700+AD. THESE KHAZARS
ORIGINATED IN MONGOLIA, NOT THIS AREA OF THE SEMITES AND HEBREWS. THEY
STOLE A CULTURE AND BELEIF SYSTEM AND THEN THEY WHO WERE NEVER FROM
THERE, STOLE IT ANYWAY FROM THOSE THAT WERE THERE!
YOU ONES ARE SO MUCH PEOPLE OF THE LIE. NOT ALL OF YOU, BUT SO MANY OF YOU
AND YOU HAVE NO GOD POWER BECAUSE OF THE LIES.
YOU MAKE GOD SOME PERSON WITH A LONG BEARD UP IN THE SKY SOMEWHERE. I
KNOW, I WENT TO THAT CHURCH FOR 5 MONTHS AND WATCH EVERYONE LOOK
SKYWARD WHILE THEY PRAISED THE LORD IN THE NEWEST CHRISTIAN MUSIC. YOU
ARE GOD!
YES THERE IS A HIERARCHY. THERE IS A HEAVEN, BUT YEA ONES DO NOT
UNDERSTAND, FOR IT IS NOT IN THE SKY. IT IS ALSO WITHIN YOU. BUT THERE ARE
MORE ADVANCED WORLDS OF GREAT LOVE AND GREAT TECHNOLOGY THAT COULD BE
LABELED HEAVEN I GUESS. YOU CANNOT LIVE ON THEM UNTIL YOU EARN IT. YOU WILL
HAVE YOUR ETERNAL LIFE ON LOW GRADE PLANETS UNTIL YOU ARE PREPARED TO
MOVE UPWARD.
WE ARE GOING TO MAKE HEAVEN ON EARTH. A STATE OF PEACE AND GOODWILL
TOWARDS MAN. THE EARTH, MOTHER, GAIA, CAN NOT LONGER HANDLE BEING YOUR
PRISON WORLD TO BE ABUSED. AND YOU CHRISTIAN ABUSE THIS WORLD AS MUCH AS
ANYBODY ELSE.
LOOK UP YOUR HISTORY, HOW MANY PEOPLE HAVE YOU KILLED OVER TIME, BELIEVING
YOU WERE KILLING FOR GOD? I LIVE IN A REA FULL OF EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS, AND
BAPTISTS, SAME THING. THEY ARE FULLY IN SUPPORT OF BOMBING IRAN TO SHIT
BECAUSE GOD WANTS THEM TOO. WELL YOU ARE THE GODS THAT WANT IT. YOU ARE
THE GODS BRINGING DOWN THIS WORLD. YOU ARE THE GODS EXPERIENCING YOUR
OWN KARMA.
IN THE UNITED STATES AT LEAST ANYWAY, I DON'T KNOW ONES FROM OTHER PLACES.
YOU ARE THE ONES WHO KEEP THE KHAZARS IN OUR GOVERNMENT. YOU ARE THE
ONES WHO HAVE ALLOWED THE WARS IN THE MIDDLE EAST SINCE 911. YOU HAVE
DONE NOTHING TO SOLVE 911, NOR ANYTHING TO STOP YOUR GOVERNMENT FROM
CARRYING ON THOSE WARS.
DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA HOW MANY OVER THERE HAVE SUFFERED AND DIED FOR
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YOUR WARS? YES YOUR WARS. ABOUT 20 MILLION ALREADY SINCE 911. PEOPLE WHO
HAVE DIED FROM YOUR BOMBS. PEOPLE WHO HAVE STARVED TO DEATH. CHILDREN
WHO HAVE BEEN MAIMED, IN YOUR GOD'S NAME. WHICH IS YOU, BECAUSE YOU SEE,
GOD IS WITHIN YOU.
HOW MANY OF YOU HERE FUZZ ABOUT ISLAM WORSHIPING A FALSE GOD? YOU ONES
WORSHIP A FALSE GOD. YOU WORSHIP SOMEBODY OUTSIDE YOUR HOLY SELVES. TO
DO THAT IS TO TAKE GOD'S NAME IN VAIN. YOU COMPLAIN ABOUT ISLAM SUPPORTING
HOLY WAR AGAINST YOU! YOU STARTED IT PEOPLE, ON THEIR PART IT IS CALLED SELF
DEFENSE. PONDER IT.
YOU HAVE BOUGHT INTO EVERY LIE THE BOSHEVIKS WHO RUN THIS COUNTRY HAVE
FED YOU. YOU HAVE ACTUALLY SEPARATED YOUR MINDS (WHICH ARE YOUR SOULS)
FROM THE ONE MIND OF GOD WHO IS YOUR FATHER.
SOME OF YOU HERE ARE WORRIED ABOUT THE NUCLEAR RADIATION. WHAT HAVE YOU
DONE TO STOP THE DEVELOPMENT OF NUCLEAR PLANTS IN THE US OF A? WHAT HAVE
YOU DONE TO PROTECT YOURSELF FROM RADIATION FALL OUT? FROM THE US OF A'S
NUCLEAR BOMBS OR ANYBODY ELSES NUCLEAR BOMBS? YOU CLAIM YOU ARE FORM
THE FREE COUNTRY IN THE WORLD, BUT YEA ONES ARE TOTALLY ENSLAVED ALREADY
LONG AGO BY THE BEAST. ITS YOUR TAXATION AND ITS YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY
NUMBER. YOU ALREADY CARRY THE MARK OF THE BEAST FROM THAT LITTLE NUMBER
ON THAT LITTLE CARD. EVERY PIECE OF FAKE MONEY YOU SPEND YOU SUPPORT THE
ANTICHRIST.
SO WHY DO YOU GO TO CHURCH EVERY SUNDAY. GOD DOES NOT REQUEST THAT.
THOSE ALIGNED WITH GOD NEVER START ORGANIZED RELIGION, THE ANTICHRIST
DOES. WHERE IS YOUR SERVICE? THE ANTICHRIST IS BOBBLING UP YOUR TITHING ON
SUNDAY. HOW MUCH FURTHER COULD YOUR TITHING GO IS YOU GOT TOGETHER IN
SMALL GROUPS AND DID GOOD WORKS, RATHER THAN SUPPORTING LARGE BUILDINGS
OF STONE. GOD IS NOT IN THOSE BUILDINGS OF STONE. HE IS WITHIN YOU. HE IS
WITHIN YOUR ANIMALS, HE IS WITHIN THE TREES, HE IS WITHIN ALL LIFE, FOR GOD IS
LIFE.
YOU ENCOURAGE AND ALLOW WARS THAT DESTROY THE SURFACE OF THIS PLANET,
LET ALONE THE FAMILIES OF THIS WORLD. THE CHILDREN OF THOSE WHO PRACTICE
ISLAM ARE JUST AS DEAR TO THEIR PARENTS AS YOUR CHILDREN ARE TO YOU.
BUT ARE YOUR CHILDREN DEAR TO YOU WHEN YOU SEND THEM OFF TO FIGHT THE
WARS OF THE BOLSHEVICS THAT CAME OT THIS COUNTRY FROM THE SOVIET UNION?
YOU SHOULD BE GATHERING IN PLACES LESS EXPENSIVE AND POOLING YOUR MONEY
AND ENERGIES WORSHIPPING THE FATHER BY BEING THE FATHER TO OTHERS. IF YOU
ARE GOING TO CONGREGATE IN THESE LARGE BUILDINGS, AT LEAST YOUR MINISTERS
COULD BE SHOWING ALL THE EXCELLENT DOCUMENTARYS ABOUT 911, ABOUT THE
FEDERAL RESERVE, ABOUT HOW THIS COUNTRY WAS TAKEN OVER ETC. ETC., DOES
YOUR MINSITER DO THIS ON SUNDAYS, DO YOU THEN SIT DOWN IN GROUPS IN THOSE
EXPENSIVE BUILDINGS OF STONE, AND FIGURE OUT WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT? OH I SEE
YOU CAN'T BECAUSE YOUR PRECIOUS 501C3 DOESN'T ALLOW YOU TAKE POLITICAL
ACTIONS. YOU MUST HAVE YOUR NICE TAX DEDUCTION IN STEAD.?
DID YOU KNOW YOU CAN ACTUALLY POOL THAT MONEY INTO GOOD WORKS BY NOT
FORMING OFFICIAL ORGANIZATIONS WHO HAVE TO WORK UNDER THE RULES OF THE
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ANTICHRIST?
YOU ONES DON'T DO JACK SHIT AS WORSHIP ON SUNDAYS. YOU WORSHIP GOD WITH
IN YOU AND OTHERS BY YOUR SERVICE. JESUS NOT ONLY CARES NOT ONE WHIT
ABOUT THOSE SERVICES, HE IS APPALLED BY THEM.
HIS TEACHING OF WHAT YOU DO TO OTHERS, YOU ALSO DO TO HIM HAS FALLEN ON
DEAF EARS. PONDER IT THIS COMING SUNDAY, WHILE YOU PARTICIPATE IN EMPTY
CEREMONIES AND LISTEN TO EMPTY SERMONS, AND THEN GO AWAY AND DO NOTHING
AS GOD ALL THE REST OF THE WEEK.
THOSE WHO PERFORM HEART FELT SERVICE TO OTHERS ARE THE ONES THAT GET TO
MOVE TO THE HEAVEN WORLDS, AND THEY ARE THE ONES WHO WILL BRING HEAVEN
TO EARTH. PONDER THAT. PONDER THY WORKS, FOR IN MANY OF YOU THEY FALL
SORT.

I HAVE NO EXPERIENCE WITH ISLAM. I HAVE NOT LIVED IN COMMUNITIES WHERE
THERE ARE MANY MUSLIMS. I HAVE ONLY MET SOME HERE AND THERE AS I JOURNEY
THIS LIFE, AND I HAVE NOT HOWEVER, HEARD ANY OF THE UGLY WORDS OUT OF THEM
I HAVE ENDURED FROM CHRISTIANS MY WHOLE LIFE. NOW I HAVE RUN INTO SMAL
GROUPS OF CHRISTIANS WHO DO MANAGE TO UNITE IN SERVICE, BUT THEY ARE SO
RARE. IF I WAS SOMEHOW FORCED, TO JOIN A CHURCH IT WOULD BE WITH THE
QUAKERS, WHO DO KNOW MUCH MORE ABOUT GOD, AND WHO DO ORGANIZE
POLITICAL WORKS AND EDUCATION AND AWARENESS.
YOU ARE NOT SAVED BY SOME SILLY BAPTISM. MOST OF YOU ARE REINCARNATING
SOULS AND GOT SAVED IN SOME PREVIOUS LIFE. OTHERWISE YOU WOULD NOT BE
REINCARNATING HERE. FOR THOSE TRULY HAVE THEIR FIRST LIFE, SINCE THE
BESTOWAL OF MICHAEL OF NEBADON 2000 YEARS AGO, EVERYONE WHO HAS NORMAL
MIND, RECEIVES THE BESTOWAL OF THE FATHER FRAGMENT WHEN THEY PERFORM
THEIR FIRST MORAL CHOICE AND ON THIS PLANET, THAT IS AROUND AGE 5. AND I HAD
A CAT RECEIVED HER FATHER FRAGMENT FOR BEING ABLE TO THINK, AND PERFORM
MORAL CHOICE AND HAVE DESIRE TO BECOME A PERSON, AT THE RIP OLD AGE OF 2.
PONDER THAT ONE.
YOU ARE BORN AGAIN BY YOUR ACTIONS AND YOUR GIFTS OT THIS WORLD, AND BY
THE ACT OF SEARCHING FOR WISDOM OUT OF YOUR ERRORS. YOU ARE BORN AGAIN
BY BECOMING LIKE CURIOUS LITTLE CHILDREN. YOU AR BORN AGAIN ABOUT GIVING A
SHIT ABOUT THIS PLANET YOUR HOME. HOW MANY OF YOU ARE STILL SUPPORTING
THE DESTRUCTION OF THIS PLANET, AGAIN BY NOT CARING BECAUSE GOD IS GOING
OT DESTROY IT ANYWAY? YOU WOULD NOT BELIEVE THE NUMBER OF TIMES IHEAR
THIS ONE REGULARLY WHEN I CHOSE TO DO SOMETHING LIKE TAKE MY OWN CUP TO
COFFEE, RATHER THAN USING A THROW AWAY PLASTIC CUP THAT IS HARMFUL TO
DRINK HOT LIQUIDS FROM?????? ITLS ALL OK, GOD IS GOING TO DESTROY THE WORLD,
AND ONE IS GOING TO HEAVEN BECAUSE THEY BELIEVE ON THE BLOOD OF JESUS, SO
HOW ONE TREATS THEIR BODY TEMPLE DOESN'T MATTER EITHER.
I AM TIRED OF THIS. WHEN ARE YOU ONES GOING TO ALSO GET TIRED OF IT? AND
STOP DOING IT?
NOTICE THE TEACHING ON THE FATHER FRAGMENT ABOVE. THOSE IN ISLAM GET THEM
TOO. SO DO THOSE BORN AND RAISED IN BUDDHISM. SO ALSO THOSE BORN AND
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RAISED IN THE SO CALLED JEWISH RELIGION, SO DO THOSE RAISED IN NO RELIGION.
AND THE LIST GOES ON. YOU GET YOUR ETERNAL PROMISE FROM RECEIVING THE
FATHER FRAGMENT, IT IS WHAT CAUSES YOU TO BECOME ETERNAL ON A TIRAL BASIS.
THE PROCESS DOESN'T COMPLETE UNTIL YOU BECOME ONE WITH IT. AFTER MANY
LIVES AND THE GAINING OF MUCH WISDOM AND THE FINAL DECISION THAT YOU WILL
SERVE GOD, BECOME LIKE THE FATHER, KNOWING ALL THINGS. ETERNITY IS A LONG
TIME DEAR ONES, THE CREATION IS TRILLIONS OF YEARS OLD AT LEAST. EVEN YOUR
LOCAL UNIVERSE OF NEBADON, HAD ITS BEGINNINGS NEARLY 1 TRILLION YEARS AGO.
AND WE ARE A YOUNGER UNIVERSE!
YOU LIVE MANY LIVES BEFORE YOU ARRIVE ON THE SHORES OF "HEAVEN" WHICH
WOULD BE THE PLANET JERUSEM. (NOT JERUSALEM, AND NOT THE NEW JERUSALEM
THE STAR SHIP) YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO READ THE URANTIA BOOK ON THAT ONE,
IT'S NOT A STORY FOR THIS LECTURE.
YES IT'S ALL IN BOLD AND CPAS. NOT I AM NOT YELLING AT YOU, I AM TRYING TO GET
YOUR ATTENTION. THAT IS ALL. SO IT'S ALSO GOING TO BE IN BOLD, CAPS AND DARK
BLUE. OK. NOW GO FORTH AND BE CHRIST BY YOUR ACTIONS. ALL THE OTHER PEOPLE
ON THIS PLANET, REGARDLESS OF RELIGION, RACE, COLOR, CREEDS ARE ALSO GODS
SONS AND DAUGHTERS AND THUS YOUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS. GO FORHT AND
SERVE THE ANIMALS TOO, BECAUSE YOU SEE, THEY ARE MERELY YOUR YOUNGER
BROTHERS AND SISTERS AND ONE DAY, THEY GET TO TRY ON ONE OF THESE BODY
TYPES TOO, AND TAKE AIM FOR ETERNITY.
GO FORTH AND BE GOD AND HEAVEN WILL SURELY ARRIVE ON THIS PLANET.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1090865
Netherlands
3/19/2011 11:49 AM
Very nice thread. Thank you. I have bookmarked it!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1229792
Canada
3/19/2011 11:56 AM

Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 769489
United States
3/24/2011 9:34 PM
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Archiving from a thread about christianity. Postings are against ET's in some cases in the thread.

OUR "ET'S" DEAR ONE ARE YOUR VERY CHRISTS THAT ARE RETURNED, MICHAEL OF
NEBADON HIMSELF WHO WAS HERE AS THE SON OF THE FATHER 2000 YEARS AGO, IS
RETURNED AND YOU ONES HAVE DONE NOTHING BUT ACCCEPT THE PROGRAMMING
THAT HAS COME THRU YOUR RELIGION TO REJECT THEM AND THE PROCESSES
INITIATED ON THIS PLANET. WE TRY AND WE TRY AND WE TRY, AND YOU WHO WILL
NOT THINK KEEP RIGHT ON TAKING YOUR BLUE PILLS. THIS IS THE TIME OF THE
RETURN. IT IS THE TIME WHEN FATHER CREATOR WILL SLIP INTO THIS PLANET. IF YOU
ARE HAVING VIBRATING IN YOUR BODY WHEN YOU ARE LYING QUIETLY YOU ARE
FEELING THE FATHER CREATOR SLIP INTO THIS CREATION. THIS IS A HOLY TIME AND
YOU DON'T KNOW IT AT ALL, EXCEPT SOME OF YOU. YOU WOULDN'T KNOW A CHRIST IF
THEY STOOD ON YOUR HEAD BECAUSE IT'S A STATE OF ACCOMPLISHMENT, AND
THOSE OF YOU THAT THROW AROUND THE HELLFIRE PUT IN YOUR BIBLE BY THE
ANTICHRISTS HAVE BECOME PART OF THE GREAT DIFFICULTY IN GETTING GODLIKE
BEHAVIOR ON THIS MOST HOLY OF PLANETS.
IT IS A MOST HOLY OF PLANETS BECAUSE IT IS THE PLANET OF MICHAEL OF NEBADONS
BESTOWAL TOOK PLACE. CURRENTLY THERE ARE 3.8 MILLION INHABITED
EVOLUTIONARY PLANETS IN HIS REALM. THERE WILL BE EVENTUALLY UP TO 10 MILLION
AND THIS IS THE ONLY PLANET HE DIRECTLY GRACED HIMSELF UPON AND HE DID NOT
EVER PREACH HELLFIRE WHEN HE WAS HERE. AND HE DOES NOT NOW. BECAUSE IT
DOESN'T EXIST.
THE GOOD NEWS HE TAUGHT THAT WAS LIFE WAS ETERNAL. IN THE STORY OF THE
PRODIGAL SON HE TOLD HOW MANY OF HIS SONS AND DAUGHTERS HAVE LEFT HIS
SIDE AND WERE PLACED HERE ON THIS PLANET TO GROW UP. CALLED THE LUCIFER
REBELLION BY THE WAY.
THIS IS THEIR REDEMPTION. EVERYBODY ELSE THAT IS A NORMAL SOUL DOESNT EVEN
NEED THIS REDEMPTION. NOW WHEN YOU GET TO HEAVEN, WHETHER YOU ARE A
REDEEMED FALLEN ANGEL OR A SIMPLY A YOUNGER ASCENDING SOUL, YOU ARE
GOING TO DISCOVER WHAT YOU DO IN HEAVEN AND YOU ONES ONLY THINK YOU ARE
GOING TO PICNIC WITH JESUS WHEN YOU GET THERE.
PLEASE GROW YOURSELF INTO SOMETHING MORE. WHEN MICHAEL OF NEBADON
GRACED THISI PLANET, HIS REDEMPTION PLANET, HE TAUGHT ABOUT THE
BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, THRU THE FATHERHOOD OF GOD. SO MANY OF YOU HAVEN'T
EVEN GOT A CLUE ABOUT THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN. IT SHOWS ALL OVER GLP AND I
HAVE WITNESSED THAT ALL MY LIFE.
CHRISTIANS HAVE BEEN AMONGST THE MOST OFFENSIVE PEOPLE I HAVE EVER BEEN
AROUND. I FIND ONLY A SMALL NUMBER WHO BELIEVE IN THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN.
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THOSE I HAVE COME IN CONTACT WITH THE BEST KNOWLEDGE OF ALL OF THIS IS THE
QUAKERS AND THEY ARE GETTING INFILTRATED A BIT TOO I SEE ON THEIR WEBSITES
NOW.
IF YOU UNDERSTOOD THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN, WE WOULD NOT BE ALLOWING THE
SLAUGHTERING OF MUZZIES IN LIBYA RIGHT NOW. YOU WOULD NOT ALLOW IT.
YOU WOULD NOT HAVE ALLOWED IRAQ, AND AFGHANISTAN WHERE ACTU ALLY 20
MILLION CHILDREN OF GOD, YOUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN GOD, TO HAVE LOST
THEIR LIVES FOR GOLD, AND RICHES AND ARTIFACTS FROM THE TIME OF MICHAEL OF
NEBADON WHICH CONTINUE TO BE STOLEN.
YOUR EARTH MOTHER'S BODY CONTINUES TO BE DESTROYED BY BOMBS, AND BY
POLLUTION. I HAVE LISTENED TO SO MANY OF YOU, ITS REALLY COMMON
PARTICULARLY IN THE EVANGELICAL MOVEMENT, THAT IT DOESN'T MATTER ABOUT
THE POLLUTION, ABOUT THE OIL DRILLING ETC. ITS OK SEE, BECAUSE GOD IS GOING
OT DESTROY THE PLANET AND TAKE YOU ALL TO HEAVEN. NO HE IS NOT. HE IS NOT
GOING TO DESTROY THIS PLANET. THE WAVE IS GOD COMING INTO THE PLANET. HE IS
GOING TO BUILD UP THE PLANET.
YOU ARE THE GODS THAT ARE DESTROYING THIS PLANET. YOU SERVE THE
ANTICHRIST WHO CREATED YOUR RELIGION AND CHANGED THE BIBLE. HELLFIRE IS
NUCLEAR WARFARE WHICH DAMAGES THE SOUL, YET SO MANY OF YOU HAVE SAID,
BRING IT ON, BRING ON NUCLEAR WAR SO THAT YOU CAN HAVE YOUR RAPTURE
WHICH WILL BRING BACK JESUS????? HOW DOES THAT MAKE ANY SENSE, BUT I HEAR
IT ALL THE TIME.
I SOUND ANGRY, YEP I AM A BIT, BECAUSE I DON'T STAND FOR THIS. AND I DON'T
STAND EITHER, FOR THE VERY FATHER OF NEBADON THAT WAS HERE 2000 YEARS
AGO AND HAS RETURNED IN A BODY TO SERVE HERE WITH US, IS CALLED SOME SORT
OF STINKING DEMONIC ET BY YOU ONES. OK, GET IT NOW???? YOU ONES WALK ALL
OVER THE VERY ONES THAT CAME HERE TO SAVE THIS PLANET. YOU HAVE NO IDEA,
THE ONES THAT SUPPORT ISRAEL, AND THESE WARS, DO NOT KNOW WHAT YOU EVEN
DO AND WILL NOT LOOK. PLEASE PUT ON THE MIND OF GOD. AND GET OUT OF YOUR
LITTLE MINDS.
THERE ARE 10 MILLION MOTHER CRAFT UP THERE. THE PEOPLES ARE A MIX OF THOSE
FROM HEAVEN, AND FROM PLANETS ADVANCED ENOUGH TO FLY THE FRIENDLY
UNIVERSE. THEY CAME TO LIFT YOU OFF IN CASE THE ANTICHRIST DID CREATE A
RUNAWAY NUCLEAR EVENT, A REAL HELLFIRE LET ME TELL YOU, THAT CAN DESTROY
SOUL MATRIX AND YOU DON'T GIVE A FAT FUCK ABOUT IT. WHY THEN SHOULD THEY
GIFT YOU WITH A RIDE OFF THIS PLACE IF THINGS GET THAT BAD?
MOST OF YOU WOULD REFUSE TO BOARD SHIP, BECAUSE YOU ARE WAITING FOR THE
REAL JESUS TO RIDE ACROSS THE SKY ON HIS WHITE HORSE AND TAKE YOU NAKED
TO HEAVEN, LEAVING YOUR CLOTHES FOLDED NEATLY IN BED, JUST LIKE IN THAT
NOVEL SERIES, "LEFT BEHIND" THAT MANY OF YOU THINK IS HOLY WRITING. I HAVE
ACTUALLY HEARD PEOPLE SAY THE HOLY SPIRIT WAS BEHIND THE WRITING OF THE
BOOKS. NO, THE ANTICHRIST WAS.
IF THOSE CRAFT COME DOWN TO RESCUE YOU IN THE EVENT OF IMPENDING
DESTRUCTION LIKE JUST HAPPENED IN JAPAN, (THEY DID PICK A WHOLE BUNCH OF
PEOPLE WHICH IS WHY THERE ARE NOT SO MANY BODIES THERE,) I SUGGEST YOU
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BOARD IT, BECAUSE JESUS RIDES CRAFT AND NOT HORSES.
I AM NOT PERSECUTING YOU. I AM TELLING YOU THE TRUTH. YOU ARE PERSECUTING,
JUST AS THE BIBLE SAID YOU WOULD, THOSE OF US WHO HAVE COME TO IN FACT
SERVE YOU. PONDER THAT ONE.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1135376
United States
3/24/2011 9:38 PM
does anyone here able to tell me what these recent nasa photos are of, is this a brown dwarf or a
planet or ?
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1327059
United States
4/4/2011 2:17 AM
Quoting: Mysterysoul

The "Audacity", you nailed it! That is what bothers me about Nobody in particular The way she
states things that are so fucking over the top and ridiculous as ABSOLUTE TRUTH. Everyone else
is mistaken and confused about every fucking possible topic but NIP knows EVERYTHING!!??
NIP you get your info from the Urantia book... you don't know shit! You're not partners with Jesus
in some fucking 'save the world project'... get a clue!! Get a friggin grip on reality!!
Here is the beginning of a statement that NIP wrote in response to a question about the magnetic
field of Earth...

"Again, I am the expert. I am star fleet ground crew and my organization is a partnership
with those on high. Mods here have made a mess of my profile etc, so google as suggested
in my signature file."
Are you fucking kidding me???!!! "Again, I am the expert."
Whatever!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1328943
Portugal
4/5/2011 8:47 AM
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1334767
United States
4/9/2011 10:09 AM

Archiving here from another thread today.

God (Christ Michael ) was one of two who visited together 2000 years ago as jesus. He is not the
creator of the entire cosmos. He is the creator of our LOCAL universe. There are 700,000
universes projected, most started. Ours called Nebadon is #611121.
The oldest actually being the Central Universe called Havona.
Christ Michael and others like him are called Creator Sons. Their Father and "Mother" are the
Universal Father and the Eternal Son. The Eternal Son was the "First Son" and He and Father
collaborate to create many other other sons, the Creator Sons being the highest. Since He is the
First Son, and then helps create other Sons, with Father, he is often elsewhere called the Mother
Son.
The Creator Sons are called Michaels. There are currently over 800,000 of them, and we have
one of them in training incarnate on this planet in fact at this time. Their training period is long.
Christians falsely believe that jesus was the "only son" of God. No he was an only begotten son of
God of which you are also. only begotten means all sons of God are different, no two match.
The other who came with Christ MIchael and the one who actually walked the planet was Esu
Sananda Immanuel and his friends the apostles called him Immanuel. His name was never Jesus,
Paul made that one up. Paul was in fact a great enemy in a sense, because he did not fully
understand the teachings he was given, he was initially SAUL, remember? While he was in
service, he did not understand the laws very well.
Now for you ones, AGAIN as I keep posting here ad nauseum, Jesus (ESU) did NOT die on the
cross, he was in a comma and that is why they got him off so fast so they could treat him. He
walked out of the grave, and went by Damascus to India and lived and taught until about 115
years of age. The resurrection story is false. These bodies do NOT go to heaven folks and you
ones don't even have a clue of what heaven is.
A another biggy, he was not betrayed by Judas. Judas was his scribe who kept the records. he
was his best friend out of the apostles who were NOT apostles at all. They mucked up a lot of the
teachings. they did not understand either. And you ones today do not understand either, because
it has always been mucked up by 'accident" and on purpose by the very antichrist you ones can't
see right in front of you, because you are always expecting the Antichrist. The Antichrist are the
Talmudists who are from MONGOLIA. Ponder that one. They adopted the Talmud in the 700's and
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then created the name JEW in the 1700's for themselves. They are not semites, so the term "anti
semite" does not apply to them. If you are anti semite, at this point you would be anti palestinian,
and a lot of christians are that too, believing falsely that god wants all of them killed!!!!!!! I have
heard this many times and seen it written also on forums.
You ones who label yourselves Christians are mightily deceived.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1334767
United States
4/9/2011 10:11 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1135376

I would have no clue on those you tube films. Please READ what I posted in Post #1 in this thread
as to what "the brown dwarf" planet X is. I have no idea if I have reviewed the images which you
talk about or not.
Jupiter is behind the sun at all times right now, so is Venus, so is Saturn. There are craft much
larger than earth that may be in these, and there is also another inner planet between the sun and
mercury. Take your pick.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1334767
United States
4/9/2011 10:14 AM

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1327059
GLP let me back. So there. Jupiter is still behind the sun otherwise you would be watching it. You
look at many fleet craft in the sky. I get some information from the UB yes, and I know shit
because I have lived what the UB describes and since I downloaded my monad around 2002 I
think it was, I have many returned memories now. I have never claimed to know everything. But
when I post I will claim I am sure of what I am posting about. Otherwise I will say so. I am
partnered with jesus and THEY are my best friends in fact. Since you do not walk in my shoes you
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cannot claim otherwise. If you have not been on craft with me, you would not know. Any more than
I know anything about YOU. Ponder it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 1334767
United States
4/9/2011 10:16 AM

does anyone here able to tell me what these recent nasa photos are of, is this a brown dwarf or a
planet or ?
[link to www.godlikeproductions.com]
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1135376

I have seen that video, just went and checked. I would have no idea what all those dots are, as
NASA adds dots, and the view point of HI constantly changes as the satellites become further
apart.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
Paradise Citizen attempting to reduce BLING
User ID: 888668
United States
4/17/2011 10:06 AM

Archiving a post I made today.

I would like to know how anyone can ever consider any such thing as a curse of Ham to cause
skin color change. Where is "mind" in this? Thinking? this is still a planet with a lot of strange
beliefs about God.
There are 7 basic colors of skin, matching the rainbow, that appear in man throughout the cosmos.
The black man is INDIGO.
Now 6 colors arose on this planet naturally, The 7th color, violet NEVER shows up on the
evolutionary planets, until 'adam and eve" come. Except there have been some by migration in
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South America from another world of violet folks.
Not all colors survived on earth that arose naturally. The orange man has green hair, the green
man has orange hair. These became extinct long ago. Blue man has white hair and you see
evidence of the blue man in Indian (from India) lore. Krishna was blue. As far as I know, there are
no blues left walking this world.
Adam and Ever were violet and with the loss of their mission, there has not been much benefit to
man of their superior DNA. Adams and Eves are from heaven, and come to worlds when natural
evolution has maxed out. They carry the Godly DNA, for lack of a better word this morning. They
glowed. Their man purpose is to mate until amongst themselves within their kin until there are
about 1/2 million (suggested for earth at that time), and then they mate with selected ones of the
superior races of man.
Eve broke the rules and mated outside her marriage and Adam in his distress and not wishing to
become separated from her, did the same thing. Cain was the product of Eve's little romance.
Cain's father was of the superior race near there at that time, and not of Satan, so don't pull that
crap. The one that was Satan, is of a group of "angels" that do NOT reproduce.
The Adams and Eves also attempt to gradually set up REAL world government (by and for the
people) and institute advanced colleges. We will do this again after stasis on this world., Pick up
the Adam and Eve mission in that regard, but the DNA is being improved on this world by creating
special embryos. My own embryo I grew from was such and there are well over 200,000,000
million of us by this method now walking this planet.
The black and yellow man otherwise arrived over 1 million years ago, migration from another
planet which was getting over crowded and they had space travel so they moved. they brought the
kangaroo type animals, these are not naturally from earth evolution. Black man settled where
australia now is, and the yellow man in south east asia. Some have always survived the earth
changes here.
Eventually there in was inter-mating that produced the ARAB. Blacks migrated across southern
asia to Africa. Yellows spread more over Asia.
Those of you who are interested (please get interested!), can read the Adam and Eve story in the
Urantia Book. www.urantia.org. search Adam and Eve, I don't have mine next to me this morning.
You might also be interested in the Lucifer rebellion story. And by the way, Adam and Eve arrived
about 38,000 years ago which shoots all to hell, the story of earth being around only 6000 years.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
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saving this post I made.

Maybe we created god in our image?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1277891

Sadly that is what happened on Earth with all the religions.
We are created in the image of God because we have GOD THINKING MIND. Well some don't
seem to yet, but perhaps in time..........
and by the way that male and female thing, and the alpha omega thing, are the elements. Alpha is
first element, Omega the last. God is IN all things.
And the elements of the periodic table are male and female and I bet they didn' teach YOU that in
school! + elements are male, (starting with hydrogen), and - elements are female and when they
combine, you get a baby! Did they tell you that!
Water beloveds is one of those BABIES, made of 2 hydrogens and one oxygen. Ponder that one.
And new souls are made the same way. Sperm plus egg in animals = a baby, right? Same in
plants.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
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Archiving from another thread.

First I would say that all bibles have been corrupted both by poor translations and concepts of God
plus deliberately corrupted. Those of you chasing Israel are doing so because the Khazar Zionists
corrupted the bible. I suggest your consider the Urantia Book. God promised new teaching in the
End times. There is a list of new teaching in my signature file.
Second, if your were born with a NORMAL mind and are a New soul, when you made your first
moral choice, a Fragment of the Father came to indwell your mind. It is not called the Holy spirit.
Although it is most HOLY. See my last post. On earth that is around age 5 on average. The "holy
spirit" is MOTHER GOD. And what was bestowed on Earth around Pentecost was the SPIRIT OF
TRUTH which is not the same as your Father Fragment. The Spirit of Truth term IS in the KJV and
I have no idea if the other really bad versions since then, have preserved that or not. the Spirit of
Truth most simply understood is a library of advanced information installed in GAIA's Mind that
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contains great truths, and also advanced concepts of technologies etc. It must be accessed by
those knowing how to do so, by meditation.
Your FATHER FRAGMENT (called the Thought adjuster in the urantia book, I do not like that term
personally), is a portion of FAther's mind that lives in your mind. It can teach you all you need to
know, but most people don't have a clue how to listen to it. Christ was Michael of Nebadon, the
Creator Son of our LOCAL universe. You should indeed also stay close to him. Since he is God of
Nebadon, any word you use to mean GOD is fine. You need never have ever heard the name
Jesus.
The Father Fragment indwells ALL normal minds on earth, not just christian babies dear ones.
ALL, no matter what religion, or not religion or atheist or agnostic, it does not matter. That is the
BIGGY failing of Stuck up Christians.
You cannnot get the Father Fragment thru baptism. You have no choice in the matter when it
comes. There is NO ritual. It comes automatically to you at the right time for you. Some never get
one, their mind is not normal and their behavior terrible. Others get one and loose it for their
choices, it leaves them. IT IS YOUR SALVATION. You do not get the opportunity for eternal life
any other way. All these silly rituals have nothing to do with it.
Now a whole lot of folks on earth are advancing beings and got their Father Fragement many
lifetimes ago, they do not need 'saving". it is wrong to keep pushing that on them. It is wrong to
say people have to know Jesus. There are people born here who get a Father Fragment who
never heard of Jesus, and Jesus was not his name anyway. NEVER. Paul made that.
Eskimos get one, tribal people living in the amazon rain forests get them. I got mine a million years
or so ago. So please don't try to keep saving me and other like me. This thing that the evangelicals
in particular, and Baptists also, saying you have to accept Jesus as your savior is nothing but
propaganda.
What is going on, is that many on earth are the fallen angels and galactic thugs. They are the ones
that are doing penance here and if they want to return to their higher estates, since they are the
creations of Michael of Nebadon, then they have to choose to return to his realms. They have
been given a lot of time to reincarnate here many times to LEARN that the ideas of Lucifer cannot
work. That is why they are here, to understand that.
Lucifer wanted his own heaven. He wanted to be a Creator Son. And no matter how hard he tried,
he could NOT ensoul a single being on this earth, because he was not created a creator in the first
place. That is WHY we have so much re incarnation here, because he could NOT ensoul new
souls. Thus he and others created living ROBOTS. And we have a world of them right now. But
they are no ensouled by GOD. Lucifer wanted to be a God, and he could never be one, it was a
painful lesson for him. So painful rather than choosing life again, as he was created, he chose
uncreation. so stuck up because he could not become a creator being, he could not ensoul life. So
be it. That is the story.
And many of you who are fallen followed him and have hopefully learned a serious lesson. When
you have cleared your karma, you can return to your former estate. THAT IS BEHIND THE
TEACHING OF ACCEPTING MIchael of Nebadon. As your CREATOR, not your savior. There is a
huge difference.
YOu have been given a long time to make that choice. Some of you are being given some more
opportunity, if you have satsified 51% at least of our karma to continue with earth for a bit more, so
that you can return to your former estate. There were 10 billion fallen angels and a bunch other
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galactic thugs placed here to learn the WHY's and HOW's of your ideas that did not work. So be it.
New souls and the ones incarnate form higher realms trying to lift this place up, DO NOT NEED
TO GO AND GET BAPTIZED AND ACCEPT JESUS AS OUR SAVIORS. AND NEIther does
anyone else on this planet. Complete atheists get saved, if they are decent folks. Because they
have normal minds and make moral choices.
All of you, even those of you truly "new souls" will have incarnations at various times in your
ascending journey when you are not in residence on the architectural worlds, to gain experience,
or bring teaching and assistance to some world in need of it. Heaven is not a fluffy place up in the
clouds somewhere. IT IS REAL WORLDS OF HIGHER VIBRATION than Earth, Worlds CUSTOM
built, not evolutionary like this one. You advance from one world to the next, gaining experience,
until eventually you arrive in Havona, the Central Universe. And guess what, there are 1 billion
worlds you will journey on there in your search for the Father.
The Fathers Will is for you to become like him, unless your are a creation of Michael of Nebadon
and doing your penance here. but even then, he is so merciful that if you don't want to return to
your former estate, you can take the ascending journey of human. But because many of you were
created differently, many of you have little success at that. If you are an angel, you are not Father
Indwelled, you are Michael indwelled. And most of you will return once you give it up, to your
former estate. If you are one of those that entered into the Lucifer Rebellion.
If you are one of the other types of galactic thugs, if you didn't cut the mustard here, you are
moving someplace else, as this planet is moving UP, and you cannot live here in the higher
energies, because like attracts like. Ponder that.
There are many younger souls here now, since Lucifer was deposed, and many of them are not
ready to stay with earth. they will go likely to the mansion worlds, or await a future general
resurrection. Some of you are here from various heaven worlds and simply in study, or teaching
and some of you also get to return to those architectural worlds, and usually have moved up from
your previous one to a higher one. There are many sorts of "souls" here and many outcomes
possible. that is simply how it is.
we are the end of an age, and its judgement time. GAIA has climbed a ladder of her own, and is
making HER OWN ASCENSION. Some will continue with her, some will not. Some of the worst
thugs here will face the universal or superuniversal tribunals. Some of these may indeed choose
uncreation, or will spend time on a special prison world to further assist their growing up.
You do not to to heaven to have barbecues with Jesus for trillions of years. The creation is very
old. Those of you on the ascending journey will continue to move up. Some of you are leaving
because you have graduated and moving up a grade.
There is so much mercy that even the people who are automatons and do not have Father
Fragments will be given additional opportunity to grow, in hopes they can be ensouled by perhaps
MIchael of Nebadon. About 10% of the automatons do undergo enough stress to cause them to
learn to think and they do receive Father Fragments, the other 90% are going to need special
experiences.
And its not even 90%, so many of these ones are used and abused so terribly they become
terrible and evil and are uncreated within 40 days of their deaths. There is no God within them at
all. SAD world is this.
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OP if nibiru is not coming what do you see for 2012?
i still see worldwide destruction and we have planned for it since we knew about it 70 odd years
ago, check the underground bases.
i believe the annunaki are constantly changing their methods as they advance, much like us, and
now they know that the best way to progress is with our help, hence they will help us in 2012,
regardless if nibiru is here or not.
it is also y we are still standing right now.
what are your thoughts on my prediction?
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